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August 27, 2019

The Honorable Blaine Luetkemeyer
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Financial Institutions
Committee on Financial Services
House of Representatives
Dear Mr. Luetkemeyer:

Illicit finance activity, such as fundraising by terrorist groups and money laundering by drug-trafficking organizations, can pose threats to national security, the well-being of citizens, and the integrity of the U.S. financial system.1 The Bank Secrecy Act and related anti-money laundering authorities and requirements (collectively, BSA/AML) are important tools for regulators and law enforcement to detect and deter the use of financial institutions for illicit finance activity.2 BSA and its implementing regulations generally require financial institutions—such as banks, securities broker-dealers, futures and commodities brokers, and money transmitters—to collect and retain various records of customer transactions, verify customers’ identities, maintain AML programs, and report suspicious transactions.

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), a bureau in the Department of the Treasury (Treasury), is responsible for the administration of BSA/AML. As lead regulator for BSA, FinCEN issues implementing regulations and ensures compliance with the BSA. FinCEN has delegated its examination authority to certain federal agencies, including the federal functional regulators who supervise institutions for BSA compliance—Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), Board

---

1Money laundering is generally the process of converting proceeds derived from illicit activities into funds and assets in the financial system that appear to have come from legitimate sources. See 18 U.S.C. § 1956 (criminalizing the laundering of monetary instruments).

of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve), National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), and Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)—and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).\(^3\) We refer to the federal functional regulators and IRS collectively as supervisory agencies in this report because they are responsible for examining financial institutions for compliance with the BSA/AML requirements. Self-regulatory organizations (SRO) for the securities and futures industries—including the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) and the National Futures Association (NFA)—also have BSA/AML responsibilities and conduct BSA examinations of their members.\(^4\) The Department of Justice (DOJ) can conduct investigations of financial institutions and individuals for both civil and criminal violations of BSA/AML laws and regulations.\(^5\) DOJ prosecutes violations of federal criminal money laundering statutes and violations of the BSA, and typically several law enforcement agencies play a role in conducting BSA-related criminal investigations. In addition, hundreds of agencies, including federal, state and local law enforcement, supervisory agencies, and state regulators use BSA reporting—for

---

\(^3\) Under FinCEN regulation, a “federal functional regulator” is defined as the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Board of Directors of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the National Credit Union Administration, Securities and Exchange Commission, or Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 31 C.F.R. § 1010.100(r). We collectively refer to these agencies and IRS as supervisory agencies and focus on them because they are responsible for examining financial institutions for compliance with the BSA/AML requirements. FinCEN issued a final rule in 2014 that defines Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac as financial institutions for certain purposes and requires each to implement an anti-money laundering program and report suspicious activities. We did not include the Federal Housing Finance Agency (the safety and soundness regulator for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac) in this review due to the more limited scope of its BSA oversight activities. For a recent report on this issue, see Federal Housing Finance Agency, Office of Inspector General, FHFA Should Re-evaluate and Revise Fraud Reporting by the Enterprises to Enhance its Utility, EVL-2018-004 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 24, 2018).

\(^4\) SROs are nongovernmental entities that regulate their members through the adoption and enforcement of rules and regulations governing business conduct subject to agency oversight.

\(^5\) DOJ may pursue civil forfeiture for property involved in certain BSA violations. See 31 U.S.C. § 5317(c)(2). Because FinCEN lacks independent litigating authority, DOJ would be involved in a suit to recover a civil penalty that FinCEN had imposed administratively.
example, suspicious activity reports (SAR) and currency transaction reports (CTR)—in their investigations or examinations.\(^6\)

In the past few years, some congressional committees have held hearings on BSA/AML supervision and enforcement activities and reforming the BSA/AML framework to improve coordination and communication among agencies responsible for oversight of BSA/AML requirements.\(^7\) We recently issued reports highlighting perspectives on BSA/AML requirements and on concerns related to derisking—the practice of banks limiting certain services or ending relationships with customers to, among other things, avoid perceived regulatory concerns about facilitating money laundering.\(^8\) In addition, financial institution stakeholders have raised questions about the lack of a feedback loop or clear communication from FinCEN, law enforcement, and supervisory

\(^6\)We use BSA reporting to refer to reports financial institutions are required to file or customer transaction information they are required to make available to regulators under BSA. These include CTRs, SARs, and information provided in accordance with Section 314(a) of the USA PATRIOT Act. CTRs are reports institutions generally must file when customers make large cash transactions, currently defined by regulation as those exceeding $10,000. SARs are reports certain financial institutions are required to file if a transaction involves or aggregates at least $5,000 in funds or other assets, and the institution knows, suspects, or has reason to suspect that the transaction is designed to evade any BSA requirements or involves money laundering, tax evasion, or other criminal activities. Under Section 314(a) of the USA PATRIOT Act, law enforcement, through FinCEN, can reach out to financial institutions to locate accounts and transactions of persons suspected of engaging in terrorism or money laundering.

\(^7\)Promoting Corporate Transparency: Examining Legislative Proposals to Detect and Deter Financial Crime, House Financial Services Committee, Subcommittee on National Security, International Development, and Monetary Policy, 116\(^{th}\) Cong. (Mar. 13, 2019); Examining the BSA/AML Regulatory Compliance Regime, House Financial Services Committee, Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Consumer Credit, 115\(^{th}\) Cong. (June 28, 2017); Combating Money Laundering and Other Forms of Illicit Finance: Regulator and Law Enforcement Perspectives on Reform, Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee, 115\(^{th}\) Cong. (Nov. 29, 2018); and Combating Money Laundering and Other Forms of Illicit Finance: How Criminal Organizations Launder Money and Innovative Techniques for Fighting Them, Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee, Subcommittee on National Security and International Trade and Finance, 115\(^{th}\) Cong. (June 20, 2018).

agencies on how to most effectively comply with BSA/AML requirements, especially BSA reporting requirements.

You asked us to provide information on BSA implementation, including efforts to improve coordination between federal agencies and the financial industry to combat money laundering. This report (1) describes how FinCEN and supervisory agencies supervise, examine for, and enforce BSA/AML compliance; (2) discusses how FinCEN, supervisory agencies, and law enforcement collaborated on implementing and enforcing BSA/AML requirements; and (3) examines the extent to which FinCEN, supervisory agencies, and law enforcement have established metrics and provided feedback to financial institutions on the usefulness of their BSA reporting.

To address our first objective, we reviewed relevant laws, regulations, and agency documentation, including examination policies and procedures. We reviewed and analyzed data from FinCEN summary reports on the examination and enforcement activities of supervisory agencies' for fiscal years 2015 through 2018 (second quarter). We assessed the reliability of the data by reviewing documentation related to these datasets, interviewing officials knowledgeable about the data, and conducting manual data testing for missing data, outliers, and obvious errors. We determined the data to be sufficiently reliable for our purposes of reporting summary data on agencies' BSA/AML examinations, violations, and enforcement actions. For this and our other objectives, we interviewed officials at Treasury's Office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence and FinCEN, the supervisory agencies, and SROs, FINRA and NFA.

To address the second objective, we judgmentally selected six law enforcement agencies: the Criminal Division (Money Laundering and Asset Recovery Section), U.S. Attorney's Offices (through the Executive Office for United States Attorneys), and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in DOJ; IRS Criminal Investigation (IRS-CI) in Treasury; and U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement-Homeland Security Investigations (ICE-HSI) and U.S. Secret Service in the

---

9This review is one of two reviews that address your request. The other review is ongoing and focuses on the costs and benefits of BSA/AML.
We selected the six agencies based on their (1) focus on financial crimes, (2) involvement in BSA criminal cases we selected, (3) participation in FinCEN’s liaison program, and (4) identification by FinCEN as key users of BSA data. The views of selected law enforcement agencies are not generalizable. To identify key collaborative mechanisms used to implement BSA/AML responsibilities, we reviewed agency documentation (such as strategic plans, national strategies, and risk assessments); prior GAO reports that contained discussions of collaborative mechanisms; and interviewed agency officials from FinCEN, supervisory agencies, and selected law enforcement agencies. We compared agencies’ collaboration efforts to criteria within federal internal control standards on management communication. We also reviewed three criminal cases involving BSA/AML violations by financial institutions to illustrate how law enforcement investigates and prosecutes BSA violations and coordinates with FinCEN and other supervisory agencies. We selected the cases because they occurred recently (calendar year 2017 or 2018), involved criminal violations of BSA by financial institutions, required agency coordination, and resulted in a large monetary penalty. While not generalizable, the cases provided insight into collaboration processes. To obtain perspectives on BSA/AML implementation and agency collaboration, we conducted interviews with the supervisory and law enforcement agencies previously mentioned. To obtain additional perspectives, we interviewed seven selected industry associations, chosen based on their published works and relevant experience and for coverage of key financial industries (banking, securities, futures, and...
money services businesses). While not generalizable, these interviews helped provide context for how industry views the effectiveness of BSA/AML collaboration efforts.

For the third objective, we reviewed relevant agency documentation and data on any performance metrics related to the usefulness of BSA reporting and any feedback mechanisms that FinCEN, supervisory agencies, or the six selected law enforcement agencies had established. We also interviewed FinCEN and the supervisory agencies, law enforcement agencies, and industry associations previously mentioned. We compared the BSA metrics against key criteria for enhancing or facilitating the use of performance metrics that GAO previously identified and federal internal control standards on management communication.¹³ We also compared feedback mechanisms against Treasury’s information-sharing statutory duties and strategic plan, and international anti-money laundering standards and guidance.¹⁴ For more information on our scope and methodology, see appendix I.

We conducted this performance audit from February 2018 to August 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

Background

BSA/AML Framework

FinCEN oversees the administration of the Bank Secrecy Act and related AML regulations, and has authority to enforce BSA, including through civil

¹³GAO, Managing for Results: Enhancing Agency Use of Performance Information for Management Decision Making, GAO-05-927 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 9, 2005); and GAO-14-704G.

money penalties. FinCEN issues regulations and interpretive guidance, provides outreach to regulated industries, conducts examinations, supports select examinations performed by federal and state agencies, and pursues civil enforcement actions when warranted. FinCEN’s other responsibilities include collecting, analyzing, and disseminating information received from covered institutions, and identifying and communicating financial crime trends and methods. See figure 1 for federal supervisory agencies involved in the BSA/AML framework.

FinCEN was established in 1990 to support government agencies by collecting, analyzing, and disseminating financial intelligence information to combat money laundering. It is a Treasury bureau that reports to Treasury’s Under Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence and also serves as the Financial Intelligence Unit of the United States. A Financial Intelligence Unit is a national center for the receipt and analysis of SARs and other information relevant to money laundering, predicate offenses, and terrorist financing, and for the dissemination of the results of the analysis.

FinCEN also administers the imposition of special measures for foreign jurisdictions, foreign financial institutions, and certain international transactions deemed to be of primary money laundering concern pursuant to Section 311 of the USA PATRIOT Act.
Note: This graphic focuses on the federal level, does not include state regulatory agencies, and only includes the primary securities and futures SROs because they conduct the vast majority of BSA examinations. Supervisory agencies oversee Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) compliance for financial institutions under their purview. Due to the more limited scope of its BSA oversight activities, we also did not include the Federal Housing Finance Agency, which is the safety and soundness regulator for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac (and for the Federal Home Loan Banks), and has been delegated authority from FinCEN to examine these entities' compliance with implementing anti-money laundering programs and reporting suspicious activities.
FinCEN primarily relies on supervisory agencies and other entities to conduct examinations of U.S. financial institutions to determine compliance with BSA/AML requirements (see table 1). FinCEN delegated BSA/AML examination authority to these supervisory agencies, including the banking regulators, SEC, CFTC, and IRS. IRS has been delegated authority to examine certain financial institutions (such as money services businesses) not examined by the federal functional regulators for BSA compliance. The SROs that SEC and CFTC oversee—such as FINRA and NFA respectively—have BSA/AML compliance responsibilities for the activities of their members.

Table 1: Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering (BSA/AML) Responsibilities of Federal Supervisory Agencies, by Number of Institutions and Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supervisory agency</th>
<th>Number of institutions under BSA/AML examination authority (as of Sept. 30, 2018)</th>
<th>Financial institution subject to BSA/AML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System</td>
<td>1,002</td>
<td>State-chartered commercial banks that are members of the Federal Reserve System. It also has authority with respect to foreign bank branches, agencies, and representative offices operating in the United States and Edge Act and Agreement corporations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of the Comptroller of the Currency</td>
<td>1,274</td>
<td>Nationally chartered banks and federal savings associations, as well as U.S. branches and offices of foreign banks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation</td>
<td>3,541</td>
<td>Insured state-chartered commercial banks that are not members of the Federal Reserve System, state-chartered savings associations, and insured branches of foreign-owned banks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Credit Union Administration (NCUA)</td>
<td>3,422</td>
<td>Federally chartered credit unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)</td>
<td>Approximately 3,800</td>
<td>Broker-dealers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)</td>
<td>Approximately 7,900</td>
<td>Mutual funds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17In this report we use federal banking regulators to refer collectively to the regulators of depository institutions (federally insured banks, thrifts, and credit unions)—OCC, Federal Reserve, FDIC, and NCUA.

18See 31 C.F.R. § 1010.810(b)(8).

19For the SEC regulation implementing compliance requirements for broker-dealers see 17 C.F.R. § 240.17a-8. For CFTC's incorporation of BSA compliance into its regulations for futures commission merchants and introducing brokers see 17 C.F.R. § 42.2.
### Number of institutions under BSA/AML examination authority (as of Sept. 30, 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supervisory agency</th>
<th>Number of institutions</th>
<th>Financial institution subject to BSA/AML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-regulatory organization (SRO) - Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA)²</td>
<td>Shares responsibility for broker-dealers with SEC</td>
<td>Broker-dealers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodity Futures Trading Commission</td>
<td>(see SROs)</td>
<td>Does not directly supervise, but oversees the supervision of futures and commodities brokers including introducing brokers and futures commission merchants by the designated SROs listed below.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRO - National Futures Association</td>
<td>1,160</td>
<td>Introducing brokers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRO - National Futures Association</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Futures commission merchants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRO – CME Group</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Futures commission merchants³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Revenue Service (IRS)</td>
<td>More than 200,000 identified⁴</td>
<td>Nonbank financial institutions (such as money services businesses and casinos)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of agency data.  

²Edge Act and Agreement corporations are established as separate legal entities and may conduct a range of international banking and other financial activities in the United States. See 12 U.S.C. §§ 601-604a, 611-633.

³NCUA directly examines federal credit unions for BSA compliance, and state supervisory authorities are the primary examiner for federally insured state credit unions for BSA compliance. NCUA and state supervisory agencies also conduct joint examinations of certain federally insured state credit unions each year. In addition to the 3,422 federal credit unions listed above, there were 2,014 federally insured state-licensed credit unions as of September 30, 2018.

⁴The mutual funds figure does not include exchange-traded funds and funds of funds that invest primarily in other mutual funds.

⁵FINRA conducts the vast majority of BSA/AML examinations of securities firms by SROs. It conducts examinations of its own member firms, and has regulatory service agreements with almost all other securities SROs to conduct their examinations for them.

⁶CME Group also examines guaranteed introducing brokers for AML. All guaranteed introducing brokers’ accounts are carried by one futures commission merchant (the guaranteeing futures commission merchant). CME Group will audit a guaranteed introducing broker for AML compliance only when that firm’s AML procedures are different from those used by its guaranteeing futures commission merchant. Typically, a guaranteed introducing broker uses the same procedures as its guaranteeing futures commission merchant.

⁷According to IRS officials, IRS identified 227,745 nonbank financial institutions as subject to examination by IRS for compliance with BSA requirements as defined in 31 C.F.R. Section 1010.100(t). However, according to FinCEN’s 2019 budget justification, identifying the entire population of nonbank financial institutions is difficult due to several factors, including sheer numbers and lack of regulatory requirements aside from those mandated under BSA.

Apart from their delegated examination authority under the BSA, the federal functional regulators and SROs have their own regulatory authority to examine institutions they supervise for compliance with BSA.²⁰ FinCEN, the banking regulators, and SEC may assess civil money penalties for institutions they supervise.

²⁰IRS does not have its own separate authority to examine institutions for compliance with BSA, with the exception of Form 8300 requirements, which are imposed under both the BSA and the Internal Revenue Code.
penalties for BSA violations and take enforcement actions for noncompliance. The SROs have established BSA-related rules or requirements for their members based on federal requirements and may take disciplinary actions against them for violations of these rules.

IRS issues letters of noncompliance to institutions it oversees and generally relies on FinCEN for formal civil enforcement action, but IRS-CI has the authority to investigate criminal violations. Other law enforcement agencies (for example, DOJ Criminal Division, FBI, and ICE-HSI) also can conduct criminal investigations of BSA violations. More generally, law enforcement agencies and prosecutors may review and start investigations into a variety of criminal matters based on BSA reporting filed in their areas of jurisdiction. According to FinCEN, BSA recordkeeping and reporting requirements establish a financial trail for law enforcement investigators to follow as they track criminals, their activities, and their assets. Finally, DOJ prosecutes financial institutions and individuals for violations of federal criminal money laundering statutes.

SEC examines for BSA compliance and has both regulatory and enforcement authority under the federal securities laws. Although CFTC has authority to examine futures commission merchants and introducing brokers in commodities, it has only limited BSA enforcement authority.

See 31 C.F.R. § 1010.810(b)(8), (c)(2), (g). FinCEN delegated certain authorities to IRS to enforce BSA provisions regarding records and reports of foreign financial agency transactions. 31 U.S.C. § 5314; 31 C.F.R § 1010.810(g). IRS also has been delegated authority to investigate criminal violations of the BSA. 31 C.F.R. 1010.810 (c)(2). IRS’s Small Business/Self-Employed Division conducts BSA compliance examinations of non-bank financial institutions (such as money transmitters and casinos) and refers cases to FinCEN for potential civil enforcement action or to IRS-CI if the examiners believe a criminal violation may be involved. The Director of FinCEN maintains the overall authority for enforcement and compliance, including coordination and direction of procedures and activities of all other agencies delegated BSA authority. 31 C.F.R. § 1010.810(a).

For example, see Department of Justice, Manhattan U.S. Attorney Announces Criminal Charges against U.S. Bancorp for Violations of the Bank Secrecy Act (New York, N.Y.: Feb. 15, 2018). On February 15, 2018, the United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York announced criminal charges against U.S. Bancorp consisting of two felony violations of BSA by its subsidiary, U.S. Bank National Association, the fifth largest bank in the United States, for willfully failing to have an adequate AML program and willfully failing to file SARs.

**BSA/AML Requirements**

U.S. financial institutions can assist government agencies in the detection and prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing by complying with BSA/AML requirements such as maintaining effective internal controls and reporting suspicious financial activities. BSA regulations include recordkeeping and reporting requirements, such as to keep records of cash purchases of negotiable instruments, file CTRs on cash transactions exceeding $10,000, and file SARs when institutions suspect money laundering, tax evasion, or other criminal activities.\(^25\) Law enforcement agencies and prosecutors (through FinCEN) may utilize the 314(a) program to locate accounts and transaction information from U.S. financial institutions when terrorism or money laundering activity is reasonably suspected based on credible evidence.

Most financial institutions must develop, administer, and maintain effective AML programs. At a minimum, those financial institutions must

- establish a system of internal controls to ensure ongoing compliance with the BSA and its implementing regulations;
- provide AML compliance training for appropriate personnel;
- provide for independent testing; and
- designate a person or persons responsible for coordinating and monitoring day-to-day compliance.

In addition to these requirements, FinCEN issued a final rule in 2016 requiring banks, brokers or dealers in securities, mutual funds, futures commission merchants, and introducing brokers in commodities to establish risk-based procedures for conducting customer due diligence.\(^26\)

\(^{25}\)Most financial institutions must file a report with FinCEN of each deposit, withdrawal, exchange of currency or other payment or transfer, by, through, or to such financial institution that involves a transaction in currency of more than $10,000. See 31 C.F.R. § 1010.311. BSA and its implementing regulations also generally impose an obligation on financial institutions to report transactions that involve or aggregate to at least $2,000 or $5,000, depending on the institution; are conducted by, at, or through the financial institution; and that the financial institution “knows, suspects, or has reason to suspect” are suspicious. See e.g., 31 C.F.R. §§ 1020.320 (banks); 1022.320 (money services businesses); 1025.320 (insurance companies).

More specifically, covered financial institutions are to establish and maintain written policies and procedures designed to (1) identify and verify the identity of customers; (2) identify and verify the identity of the beneficial owners of legal entity customers opening accounts; (3) understand the nature and purpose of customer relationships to develop customer risk profiles; and (4) conduct ongoing monitoring to identify and report suspicious transactions and, on a risk basis, maintain and update customer information. For example, covered financial institutions must collect from the customer the name, birthdate, address, and Social Security number or equivalent of any beneficial owners. The financial institutions covered by this rule—which do not include money services businesses, casinos, or insurance companies—had until May 11, 2018, to comply.

**BSA Examination Manuals and Procedures**

Supervisory agencies and SROs oversee financial institutions’ compliance with BSA/AML requirements primarily through compliance examinations, which, for banking regulators, can be components of regularly scheduled safety and soundness examinations. All supervisory agencies and SROs we interviewed that examine financial institutions for BSA/AML compliance have established BSA/AML examination manuals or procedures.

---

27 Beneficial owners are defined as each individual who owns, directly or indirectly, 25 percent or more of the equity interests of a legal entity customer and a single individual with significant responsibility to control, manage, or direct a legal entity customer, including an executive officer or senior manager, or any other individual who regularly performs similar functions. See 31 C.F.R. § 1010.230(d).

28 Federal and state banking regulators conduct safety and soundness examinations, including of depository institutions. State regulators may examine depository institutions chartered in their jurisdiction and also may conduct safety and soundness examinations of nondepository financial institutions, such as money transmitters. The authority of states to regulate money transmitters varies from state to state. SEC and FINRA conduct risk-based examinations of broker-dealers, and SEC conducts risk-based examinations of mutual funds. Each state also has its own securities regulator that enforces many of the same activities SEC regulates, but are confined to securities sold or persons who sell them in the state. State insurance commissioners may examine insurance companies required to have BSA policies. Although sanctions requirements are separate and distinct from BSA requirements, during BSA/AML examinations, regulators often evaluate institutions’ programs for screening and reporting transactions that involve sanctioned countries and persons to ensure they comply with the economic sanctions administered and enforced by Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control.
For example, to ensure consistency in the application of BSA requirements, in 2008 FinCEN issued a BSA examination manual for use in reviewing money services businesses, including for IRS and state regulators.\(^{29}\) According to FinCEN officials, FinCEN has been updating the entire manual and completed a draft of the update in the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2018, with the goal of finalizing the updated manual by the end of fiscal year 2019.

Similarly, in 2005 the federal banking regulators collaborated with FinCEN on a BSA/AML examination manual issued by the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC).\(^{30}\) The entire FFIEC manual has been revised several times since its release (most recently in 2014).\(^{31}\) In May 2018, FFIEC also issued new examination procedures to address the implementation of the 2016 customer due diligence and beneficial ownership rule, discussed earlier. These updated customer due diligence examination procedures replaced the existing chapter in the FFIEC


\(^{30}\)As previously discussed, we use federal banking regulators to refer collectively to the regulators of depository institutions (federally insured banks, thrifts, and credit unions)—OCC, Federal Reserve, FDIC, and NCUA. Although the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has supervisory and enforcement authority over federal consumer financial law for certain entities, including large banks and certain nondepository institutions, we did not include CFPB because it does not examine for or enforce BSA. See 12 U.S.C. §§ 5514, 5515. FFIEC is an interagency body that prescribes uniform principles, standards, and report forms for the federal examination of financial institutions by its member agencies and makes recommendations to promote uniformity in the supervision of financial institutions. Its constituent agencies are the Federal Reserve, FDIC, NCUA, OCC, CFPB and the State Liaison Committee (five representatives from state regulatory agencies that supervise financial institutions). See Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council, *Bank Secrecy Act/ Anti-Money Laundering Examination Manual* (Washington, D.C.: 2014).

\(^{31}\)At that time, significant updates included, among other things, new BSA e-filing requirements; guidance on extension of SAR filing for continuing activity; clarification of SAR disclosure prohibitions; guidance on sharing SARs with affiliates; currency transaction reporting and exemptions; regulations related to the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Divestment Act; new filing requirements for Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts; clarification on monitoring and reporting obligations for international transportation of currency or monetary instruments; additional guidance in the section on risk mitigation for foreign correspondent accounts; guidance related to bulk shipments of currency; modification of industry standards related to Automated Clearing House transactions; expanded discussion of prepaid access; guidance related to third-party payment processors; guidance related to accepting accounts from foreign embassies, consulates, and missions; and new regulations and guidance related to nonbank financial institutions.
BSA/AML examination manual and added a new section “Beneficial Ownership Requirements for Legal Entity Customers—Overview and Examination Procedures.” In addition, the FFIEC has been working on an update of the entire FFIEC manual, which is expected to be complete by the end of the calendar year 2019 or early 2020.

SEC and FINRA, as well as CFTC’s respective SROs, have nonpublic procedures for conducting examinations of the institutions they oversee. SEC, FINRA, and NFA officials all stated that they have updated procedures to address the new customer due diligence regulations that were applicable beginning in May 2018. We discuss examination activities of the supervisory agencies in more detail later in this report.

---

SEC staff specified that their draft updates to procedures for the new customer due diligence rule were being tested as part of the current examination process, after which they would be finalized.
FinCEN and Supervisory Agencies Consider Risk, Among Other Factors, in Examination and Enforcement Approaches

FinCEN and supervisory agencies consider risk when planning BSA/AML examinations and all utilized BSA data to some extent to scope and plan examinations (see table 2). As we reported in prior work, BSA/AML examinations are risk-based—examiners have the flexibility to apply the appropriate level of scrutiny to business lines that pose a higher level of risk to the institution.33 Covered financial institutions are expected to complete a BSA/AML risk assessment to identify specific products, services, and customers, which supervisory agencies can use to evaluate the compliance programs of financial institutions and scope their examinations. Most officials from supervisory agencies and SROs said they also consider asset size, among other factors, to determine examination frequency and scope. For example, the federal banking regulators implemented less frequent examination cycles for smaller, well-capitalized financial institutions.

Table 2: Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering (BSA/AML) Examination Frequency and Use of BSA Reports by Supervisory Agency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supervisory agency</th>
<th>Financial institution</th>
<th>Examination frequency</th>
<th>Analysis of BSA reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System</td>
<td>Depository institutions under its purview</td>
<td>12–18 months</td>
<td>Reviews BSA reports for the purposes of scoping and planning an examination and assessing compliance with regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Federal Reserve)</td>
<td>Certain small insured depository institutions (expanded examination cycle)</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>Reviews BSA reports for the purposes of scoping and planning an examination and assessing compliance with regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)</td>
<td>Depository institutions under its purview</td>
<td>12–18 months</td>
<td>Reviews BSA reports for purposes of scoping and planning an examination, and has been centralizing this process (which it expects to complete in the first quarter of fiscal year 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)</td>
<td>Depository institutions under its purview</td>
<td>12–18 months</td>
<td>Reviews BSA reports for purposes of scoping and planning an examination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NCUA)</td>
<td>Certain small insured depository institutions (expanded examination cycle)</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>Reviews BSA reports for purposes of scoping and planning an examination, and has been centralizing this process (which it expects to complete in the first quarter of fiscal year 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Credit Union Administration (NCUA)</td>
<td>Federal credit unions</td>
<td>8–12 months</td>
<td>Collates BSA data and other information sources to establish risk matrixes (for instance, to identify higher-risk cases, outliers, and inconsistencies in previous examinations) to assist in supervision and examination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NCUA)</td>
<td>Federal credit unions with less than $1 billion in total assets and that meet certain other criteria</td>
<td>14–20 months</td>
<td>Collates BSA data and other information sources to establish risk matrixes (for instance, to identify higher-risk cases, outliers, and inconsistencies in previous examinations) to assist in supervision and examination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisory agency</td>
<td>Financial institution</td>
<td>Examination frequency</td>
<td>Analysis of BSA reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Securities and Exchange Commission | Broker-dealers and mutual funds | Risk-based | • Has a BSA team that reviews certain suspicious activity reports (SAR) to, among other things, assist ongoing examinations and investigations and identify matters for new examinations and investigations.  
• Reviews BSA reports to scope and conduct examinations, and has analytical staff and an analytical tool that assists with data analysis to identify, among other things, suspicious activity and assist examination teams. |
| Self-regulatory organization (SRO) - Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) | Broker-dealers | Risk-based<sup>a</sup> | Reviews BSA reports for purposes of scoping and planning an examination. |
| Commodity Futures Trading Commission | Futures and commodities brokers including introducing brokers and futures commission merchants<sup>1</sup> | Typically does not directly examine for/ routinely perform AML examinations (delegated to SROs) | Has a BSA review team that reviews SARs to assist in ongoing or to identify new examinations and investigations. |
| SRO – National Futures Association (NFA) | Introducing brokers | Risk-based | Can request BSA data from CFTC, as well as review BSA data provided by a member firm while conducting an on-site examination<sup>9</sup> |
| SRO – National Futures Association (NFA) | Futures commission merchants | Annually | Can request BSA data from CFTC, as well as review BSA data provided by a member firm while conducting an on-site examination<sup>9</sup> |
| Internal Revenue Service | Nonbank financial institutions (such as money services businesses and casinos) | Risk-based | Reviews BSA reports for the purposes of scoping and planning an examination. |

Source: GAO analysis of agency documents.

<sup>a</sup>For the banking regulators (Federal Reserve, FDIC, NCUA, and OCC), the examination frequency is related to safety and soundness examinations, of which BSA/AML examinations are a component.

<sup>b</sup>The Federal Reserve also has authority with respect to foreign bank branches, agencies, and representative offices operating in the United States and Edge Act and Agreement corporations, all of which are subject to the same examination frequencies.

<sup>c</sup>Small insured depository institutions, a subset of depository institutions under the regulators’ purview, are generally considered insured depository institutions with less than $3 billion in total assets and that meet certain other criteria such as being well-capitalized and well-managed. See e.g., 12 C.F.R. §§ 208.64, 211.26, and 337.12.

<sup>9</sup>NCUA authorized an extended examination cycle for a subset of federal credit unions considered well-managed and lower-risk, which became effective in January 2017. Such credit unions are generally considered to have less than $1 billion in total assets and meet certain other criteria, such as being well-capitalized and not being under a formal or informal enforcement or administrative order. NCUA, Letter No. 16-CU-12 (2016).
regulatory service agreements with almost all other securities SROs to conduct their examinations for them.

An introducing broker in futures or commodities markets is an individual or organization that solicits or accepts orders to buy or sell certain financial products such as futures contracts, commodity options, or swaps, but does not accept money or other assets from customers for these orders. A futures commission merchant is an entity that accepts money or other assets from customers to support orders for certain financial products, such as futures contract, options on futures, or swaps.

In addition to NFA, the CME Group is an SRO that conducts a small number of examinations of futures commission merchants. It conducted between five and seven BSA examinations each year during fiscal years 2015–2018.

FinCEN

FinCEN is the administrator of BSA and delegated BSA/AML examination authority to the supervisory agencies. FinCEN officials told us they have been considering how regulators of financial institutions of different size and risk assess BSA/AML compliance and continue to work with federal regulators to identify better ways to supervise examinations. For example, in a February 2019 speech, the Director of FinCEN stated that one of FinCEN’s current regulatory reform initiatives was reviewing the risk-based approach to the examination process.34

Although supervisory agencies with delegated authority conducted the vast majority of BSA/AML compliance examinations, FinCEN has conducted a few of its own examinations in areas it considers a high priority. FinCEN officials told us it mostly considers risk (not size) when conducting its own examinations because even small institutions could pose money laundering risk. FinCEN states that it uses an intelligence-driven approach to target examinations in high-risk areas. For example, FinCEN officials told us they have conducted BSA/AML compliance examinations of financial institutions on issues such as virtual currencies and data breaches in domestic branches of foreign banks. In an August 2018 speech, the Director of FinCEN noted that FinCEN, working closely with BSA examiners at IRS, had examined more than 30 percent of identified registered virtual currency exchangers and administrators since 2014—totaling about 30 examinations, according to FinCEN officials.35


35A virtual currency exchanger is a person engaged in the business of exchanging virtual currency for real currency, funds, or other virtual currency. A virtual currency administrator is a person engaged as a business in issuing, and with the authority to redeem, such virtual currency.
FinCEN officials said they conducted a total of five BSA/AML examinations with IRS in fiscal years 2017 and 2018. In addition, FinCEN conducted a BSA/AML examination in fiscal year 2018 of a branch of a foreign bank that had been previously examined by its banking regulator to review the effectiveness of the bank’s BSA compliance department.

**Banking Regulators**

All of the banking regulators with which we spoke stated they considered risk and, to some extent, asset size to determine examination frequency and scope. The FFIEC BSA/AML examination manual establishes a risk-based approach for bank examinations, including incorporating a review of BSA/AML risk assessments of a financial institution in the scoping and planning of an examination. In considering asset size to determine the frequency of examinations, all of the banking regulators adopted rules to reduce the frequency of examinations for small, well-capitalized financial institutions—as seen in table 2.

In addition, in their annual reports to FinCEN the banking regulators provide a description of the criteria used for determining the timing and scope of BSA/AML examinations, such as risk and asset size. For instance, FDIC and the Federal Reserve noted in their annual reports to FinCEN that the timing and scope of their BSA/AML examinations are primarily determined by an institution’s BSA/AML risk profile and factors such as its condition, overall rating, and asset size. OCC, in its annual report, said that examination scope included consideration of the bank’s BSA/AML risk assessment, quality of validated independent testing (internal and external audit), previous examination reports, BSA reports, and other relevant factors, including data from the OCC’s Money

---


37 In December 2018, OCC, FDIC, and the Federal Reserve jointly adopted final rules that reduced the frequency of examinations for small, well-capitalized financial institutions—qualifying institutions with less than $3 billion in total assets are eligible for an 18-month (rather than a 12-month) examination cycle. In January 2017, NCUA implemented a longer examination cycle for smaller, well-capitalized federal credit unions meeting eligibility requirements (such as assets under $1 billion). The extended cycle has examinations beginning 14–20 months after the completion date of the prior examination (rather than 8–12 months). These rules relate to safety and soundness examinations, of which BSA/AML examinations are a component.
Laundering Risk System. OCC officials said the system identifies potential indicators of BSA/AML risk by measuring the extent to which various types of products, services, customers, and geographies are offered or served by supervised banks. For banks that report into that system, OCC officials said they factor information from the system into developing an examination strategy that helps determine resource allocation and expertise needs. According to NCUA, each credit union must receive a BSA examination each examination cycle—although the frequency and scope of these examinations may vary based on the credit union’s size and other risk factors. For example, small credit unions with assets under $50 million may be subject to a defined-scope examination (which includes a BSA examination) where the risk areas have already been identified and the scope is pre-determined. NCUA also provides a BSA questionnaire that is publicly accessible to assist its examiners in implementing BSA examinations (for example, to help examiners assess the BSA risk of the credit union and scope the examination). Factors considered in the questionnaire include prior violations, correspondence from law enforcement related to BSA compliance, whether or not the credit union conducted a risk-assessment, and high-risk accounts.

While the FFIEC BSA/AML examination manual and other federal banking documentation discuss considering BSA/AML risk when determining the scope and frequency of examinations, officials from all four banking associations with whom we spoke said, in practice, examiners do not always use a risk-based approach when assessing BSA compliance. Nearly all said examiners may take a zero-tolerance approach when conducting examinations. For example, representatives from two industry associations said that although failure to file a single SAR or unintentional errors should be treated differently than egregious,

---

38 According to an OCC congressional testimony, the Money Laundering Risk System is an annual data collection, review, and assessment process for identifying potentially higher-risk areas within the community bank population, and is used by examiners to appropriately scope and plan examinations. See Combating Money Laundering and Other Forms of Illicit Finance: Regulator and Law Enforcement Perspectives on Reform, Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 115th Cong. (Nov. 29, 2018); statement of Grovetta N. Gardineer, Senior Deputy Comptroller for Compliance and Community Affairs, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.

39 In the case of defined-scope examinations, the examiner will not perform a preliminary risk assessment or develop an individualized examination scope, according to the NCUA examiner’s guide. However, according to NCUA officials, the defined-scope examination, including the BSA examination, may be expanded at any time the examiner and field manager believe it is warranted. For example, NCUA officials noted that certain small credit unions with limited separation of duties may be examined more frequently.
intentional noncompliance, or a pattern of negligence (in terms of level of noncompliance), that sometimes has not been the case. Federal Reserve officials noted that each examination is specific to the facts and circumstances of that examination and that systemic deficiencies in a bank’s BSA/AML compliance program are generally treated differently than nonsystemic deficiencies.

As discussed earlier, FFIEC has been working on updating its entire FFIEC BSA/AML examination manual, including updates to more clearly state the agencies’ approach to risk-based supervision, according to OCC officials. Representatives from two of the four banking associations with which we spoke with stated they were involved in providing input on recent updates to FFIEC’s examination manual and all four had provided input to the effort to implement the customer due diligence and beneficial ownership rule. For example, OCC officials said that the risk-based approach is most clearly discussed in the opening pages of the current FFIEC manual and could be more directly incorporated throughout the manual to provide enhanced guidance to examiners. These officials stated that the agencies have been drafting proposed edits for drafting group consideration.

More generally, FFIEC undertook its Examination Modernization Project as a follow-up to reviews required under the Economic Growth and Regulatory Paperwork Reduction Act. One of the project’s efforts seeks feedback from selected supervised institutions and examiners on ways to improve the examination process. For example, the FFIEC examination modernization project reviewed, compared, and identified common principles and processes for risk-focusing examinations of community

---


41The Examination Modernization Project is directed towards safety and soundness examinations, of which BSA/AML examinations are a component. The Economic Growth and Regulatory Paperwork Reduction Act of 1996 requires the Federal Reserve, FDIC, and OCC to review all their regulations every 10 years and identify areas of the regulations that are outdated, unnecessary, and unduly burdensome. Congress directed the applicable federal banking regulators to eliminate unnecessary regulations identified by these reviews to the extent appropriate. While NCUA is not required to participate in the review, it has been participating voluntarily. See GAO-18-213.
financial institutions. FFIEC members also committed to issue reinforcing and clarifying examiner guidance on these risk-focused examination principles.42

In addition, Treasury, FinCEN, and the banking regulators established a working group to identify ways to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of BSA/AML regulations and supervision. In October 2018, the working group issued a joint statement to address instances in which banks with less complex operations and lower-risk BSA/AML profiles may decide to enter into collaborative arrangements with other banks to share resources to manage their BSA/AML obligations in order to increase efficiency and reduce burden.43 In December 2018, the working group issued another joint statement that recognized that banks may use existing tools in new ways or adopt new technologies to more effectively and efficiently meet their BSA/AML obligations.44

Securities Regulators

SEC shares responsibility for broker-dealer examinations with SROs, but has sole responsibility for examinations of mutual fund companies and maintains supervisory authority over SROs.45 SEC’s Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations conducts risk-based examinations of regulated entities including mutual funds (under the Investment


44 Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, National Credit Union Administration, and Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Joint Statement on Innovative Efforts to Combat Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing (Dec. 3, 2018). The joint statement also notes that FinCEN will launch its own innovation initiative to foster a better understanding of the opportunities and challenges of BSA/AML-related innovation in the financial services sector. As part of this initiative, FinCEN will engage in outreach efforts that include dedicated times for financial institutions, technology providers, and other firms involved in financial services innovations to discuss the implications of their products and services, and their future applications or next steps.

45 See FINRA Rule 3310 (Anti-Money Laundering Compliance Program). Other securities SROs include the Chicago Board Options Exchange and the Chicago Stock Exchange.
Adviser/Investment Company Examination Program) and broker-dealers (under the Broker-Dealer Exchange Examination Program). According to SEC documentation, the scope of examinations is based on a risk assessment of various factors such as the type of business a firm engages in and its customer base. This includes consideration of whether the firm engages in high-risk activities. The Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations assesses the risks from information sources such as tips, complaints and referrals, FinCEN BSA data, pre-examination due diligence, and previous examination history.

During the period we reviewed, BSA/AML examinations of mutual funds accounted for less than 1 percent of all securities BSA/AML examinations and no mutual funds were cited for violations of BSA. SEC staff said investors primarily purchase shares of mutual funds through a distributor (such as a broker-dealer) and, in these cases, mutual funds do not know, and are not required to know, the identities of individual investors. In these cases, the broker-dealer distributor has more information about the individual investors and may be examined for BSA compliance as part of FINRA and SEC BSA examinations.

FINRA conducts the majority of examinations of broker-dealer firms and imposes anti-money laundering rules on its members. FINRA officials told us that they use a risk-based approach for AML examinations, which considers the size, complexity, customer types, and risks posed by business activities in assessing potential BSA/AML risk. These risk factors affect the timing of their reviews (for example, if a broker-dealer is deemed to be higher-risk, it will be examined in the same year it was assessed). According to FINRA officials they have different expectations for firms’ AML programs, based on size (larger firms typically are expected to have more complex AML programs than smaller firms). FINRA publishes a template for small firms to help them fulfill their responsibilities to establish an AML compliance program. The template provides text examples, instructions, relevant rules, websites, and other resources useful for plan development.

However, representatives from a securities industry association told us that BSA/AML rulemaking and examinations sometimes do not take into account the varying levels of risk of different types of business models.

46FINRA has a regulatory service agreement with almost all the other securities SROs to conduct their examinations for them.
and activities among firms. Furthermore, these representatives stated that sometimes compliance expectations are communicated through enforcement actions rather than through rulemaking or guidance. As noted previously, one of FinCEN’s has been reviewing the risk-based approach to the examination process. According to a February 2019 speech by the Director of FinCEN, FinCEN’s initiatives also included reviewing agencies’ approach to supervision and enforcement and identifying better ways to communicate priorities.47

Representatives from this securities industry association also identified certain training and tools on BSA/AML compliance and implementation that FINRA and SEC staff provide as helpful to the securities industry in identifying priorities and compliance deficiencies. For example, SEC’s Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations and FINRA publish annual examination priorities, which identified both customer due diligence and suspicious activity monitoring as key areas for 2019. According to SEC staff, SEC and FINRA examination priorities have identified suspicious activity monitoring as a key area for the past several years and have identified customer due diligence as a priority since the implementation of the customer due diligence rule in 2018. FINRA published examination findings for the first time in 2017 and again in 2018, including selected findings related to BSA/AML compliance, which representatives from the industry association said have been very useful because they describe specific BSA/AML compliance deficiencies identified by FINRA across the industry and can assist firms in improving their compliance programs. Additionally, FINRA and SEC included an AML-topic in their 2017 National Compliance Outreach Program for broker-dealers. SEC also occasionally publishes risk alerts on its website and participates in industry outreach efforts.

Futures Regulators

The SROs that conduct the majority of examinations of futures firms use a risk-based approach. CFTC has authority to examine futures commission merchants and futures and commodities introducing brokers,

but does not routinely conduct examinations of the firms it supervises.\textsuperscript{48} Instead, CFTC oversees the examinations conducted by its SROs. CFTC delegated examination authority to two SROs—NFA and the CME Group. NFA conducts the majority of BSA examinations and is the only SRO that examines independent introducing brokers.\textsuperscript{49} During the period we reviewed, NFA was assigned the majority of futures firms and conducted a majority of AML examinations.

NFA and CME Group stated in CFTC’s annual reports to FinCEN that they utilize a risk-based approach for AML examinations. CME Group reported that it determined both the frequency and the scope of examinations through an overall assessment of the financial and operational risks posed by a futures commission merchant. NFA is required to examine futures commission merchants annually, but reported that the timing and frequency of introducing broker examinations were based predominately on the risks present with a firm. NFA’s risk models measure the riskiness of each firm, and firms are prioritized for examination based on the output from the risk model. In an interpretative notice, NFA recognized that financial institutions vary in size and complexity, and that firms should consider size, among other factors (such as the nature of business and its risks to money laundering) in designing a program to implement requirements such as customer verification and suspicious activity reporting.\textsuperscript{50}

Representatives from a futures industry association told us that there is a one-size-fits-all approach to BSA/AML compliance in that the rules are

\textsuperscript{48}Futures commission merchants solicit or accept orders for the purchase or sale of certain financial products including any futures or options on futures and accept payment from or extend credit to those whose orders are accepted. An introducing broker solicits or accepts orders to buy or sell futures contracts, among other things, but does not accept money or other assets from customers to support these orders. Introducing brokers generally must be registered with CFTC and be members of NFA to do business with the public.

\textsuperscript{49}NFA supervises every independent introducing broker. The CME Group only examines guaranteed introducing brokers for AML. Introducing brokers can register as either independent or guaranteed. All of a guaranteed introducing broker’s accounts are carried by one futures commission merchant. That merchant guarantees the operations of the guaranteed introducing broker. In contrast, an independent introducing broker is self-guaranteed and may trade with more than one futures commission merchant. NFA maintains financial and compliance requirements for independent introducing brokers.

broadly applied to varying types of financial institutions. They noted that BSA/AML guidance tends to focus on banks and treat other types of financial institutions (money service business, casinos, and others) as one group, despite their diversity. In relation to the futures industry, the representatives stated that this makes it difficult for futures commission merchants to implement requirements because the rules or guidance do not necessarily take into consideration their unique business structure. CFTC staff told us that BSA requirements could be applied differently to different types of firms and were supportive of tailoring or reducing requirements where the obligations were duplicative, overly burdensome, and BSA-related risks were low. For example, CFTC staff recommended that FinCEN relieve (1) certain introducing brokers known as voice brokers and (2) futures commission merchants that are initial clearing firms from customer identification program requirements because they have limited interaction with the customer and do not have access to customer information that would allow them to perform customer due diligence.\textsuperscript{51} CFTC staff told us they have been working with FinCEN on implementing these recommendations. In July 2019, FinCEN issued additional guidance on the application of the customer identification program rule and the beneficial ownership rule to certain introducing brokers, which stated that an introducing broker that has neither customers nor accounts as defined under the customer identification program rule has no obligations under that rule or the beneficial ownership rule.\textsuperscript{52}

\textsuperscript{51}Voice brokers facilitate bilateral trades between large market participants. According to CFTC, voice brokers must register as introducing brokers, but are unlike traditional introducing brokers in that they do not introduce their customers to futures commission merchants that carry customers’ accounts. Thus, voice brokers do not have a direct and formal relationship with the futures commission merchant, and do not receive or have access to customer information, such as account statements issued by the futures commission merchant. According to CFTC staff, futures commission merchants acting as initial clearing firms should be provided relief from customer identification program requirements because they have a limited role with the underlying customers. They do not receive money or other forms of payment directly from the customer and do not establish a “formal account” relationship with any customer (such as access to customer information or financial information) that would allow them to perform due diligence on these customers.

Internal Revenue Service

IRS examination staff use a risk-based approach to examine for BSA/AML compliance. In 2008, FinCEN and IRS issued a manual for use by IRS (and state regulator) examiners who perform risk-based examinations of money services businesses, which are a category of nonbank financial institutions. The BSA/AML manual for money services businesses states that examiners should determine the appropriate depth and scope of the examination procedures based on their assessment of the risks of the businesses.

Specifically, the manual also states examiners should scope their examinations based on their assessment of the risks, which they can assess by analyzing information including the business' BSA/AML risk assessment and AML compliance program, and then conduct selective transaction testing to determine if the AML program is effective. The amount of transaction testing will vary based on the assessed level of risk—the amount of testing would be reduced if the examiner determined the risks were minimal.

IRS officials said that IRS examiners do not perform scheduled examinations of all money services businesses every year; rather, they review a percentage of businesses each year based on risk-related factors such as a history of noncompliance, high-risk geographic areas, and financial institutions identified by referrals. Thus, there may be some money services businesses that are not examined for years and some that are examined much more frequently. As discussed earlier, FinCEN has been updating the BSA/AML Manual for money services businesses. According to the manual, IRS examiners should consider size, among other things, as a factor in their examination approach. IRS officials with whom we spoke said that smaller money transmitters may not have the resources or understand monitoring methods necessary to implementing BSA/AML compliance programs such as suspicious activity monitoring and reporting. IRS procedures state that it is the responsibility of BSA

53Financial Crimes Enforcement Network and Internal Revenue Service, Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering Examination Manual for Money Services Businesses (December 2008). FinCEN defines a money services business as any person wherever located doing business, whether or not on a regular basis or as an organized licensed business concern, wholly or in substantial part within the United States, in one or more of the following capacities: (1) dealer in foreign exchange; (2) check casher; (3) issuer or seller of traveler’s checks or money orders; (4) provider of prepaid access; (5) money transmitter; (6) The U.S. Postal Service; and (7) seller of prepaid access.
examiners to ensure the financial institution is informed of reporting, registration, recordkeeping, and compliance program requirements of the BSA. IRS officials further explained that they share methods of detecting suspicious activity with small money transmitters to help them meet their requirements.

**Enforcement Approaches of Supervisory Agencies Include Informal, Formal, and Joint Actions**

**FinCEN**

FinCEN enforcement actions can be based on sources that include referrals from examining authorities, information from financial institutions, interviews, and leads from law enforcement. Supervisory agencies, including the federal banking regulators, SEC, CFTC, and their respective SROs are to promptly notify FinCEN of any significant potential BSA violations. IRS also makes referrals to FinCEN for violations it identifies in its BSA examinations, such as willful violations of AML program requirements and recordkeeping and reporting regulations and structuring. Additionally, financial institutions can self-report violations, DOJ or other law enforcement agencies may provide leads, and FinCEN personnel can refer potential violations to FinCEN’s Enforcement Division to be investigated.

According to FinCEN officials, after receiving a referral FinCEN’s Enforcement Division opens a case in the Financial Intelligence Repository System, and Enforcement Division staff and management evaluate the circumstances of the alleged violation and provide a written recommendation for action. FinCEN generally resolves its referrals through one of three ways: (1) closing the case without contacting the subject of the referral, (2) issuing a letter of warning or caution to the

---

54 Other sources for FinCEN enforcement actions can include FinCEN’s own targeted BSA/AML examinations for high-risk areas and other areas that FinCEN identifies through referrals within FinCEN or through its proactive investigations.

55 A significant violation, as established in a memorandum of understanding with each supervisory agency, generally includes systemic BSA/AML compliance program deficiencies or reporting or recordkeeping violation(s); a financial institution’s failure to respond to supervisory warnings concerning such BSA deficiencies or violations; a financial institution’s willful or reckless disregard of BSA requirements; or a violation that creates a substantial risk of money laundering or the financing of terrorism in the institution.
subject institution or individual, or (3) assessing a civil monetary penalty. According to FinCEN officials, management in the Enforcement Division approve which action will be taken to close the referral, and if the recommendation is to pursue some type of civil enforcement action—the Director of FinCEN and the Office of Chief Counsel would be involved in that determination. FinCEN officials said that factors the Enforcement Division considers when determining which action to recommend or take include: any impact or harm to FinCEN’s mission by identified violations; pervasiveness of the violations; the gravity and duration of the violations; the institution’s history of violations; continuation of the activity; possible obstruction or concealment; any remedial actions taken by institution; and whether the institution received financial gain or benefit from violation.

According to FinCEN officials, the Enforcement Division maintains an administrative record for all cases that result in an enforcement action, and when the action is complete, the Financial Intelligence Repository System is updated to reflect that the referral is closed.

From January 1, 2015, to September 25, 2018, FinCEN received 419 referrals directly from supervisory agencies (see table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal Reserve</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>387</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDIC</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>492</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFTC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>1332</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRS</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>367</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCUA</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>551</td>
<td>261</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: CFTC = Commodity Futures Trading Commission; FDIC = Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; Federal Reserve = Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System; FinCEN = Financial Crimes Enforcement Network; IRS = Internal Revenue Service; NCUA = National Credit Union Administration; OCC = Office of the Comptroller of the Currency; and SEC = Securities and Exchange Commission.

Source: GAO presentation of FinCEN data.

The Liaison Division also may receive and refer data to the Enforcement Division and may assist by requesting follow up information from relevant supervisory agencies regarding a case, and also notify supervisory agencies as to the resolution of cases, according to FinCEN officials.
Referrals to FinCEN were received directly from the federal regulator and do not include referrals from self-regulatory organizations. Referrals generally are only those that resulted in FinCEN opening a case.

Cases closed for referrals are those the federal regulator sent directly to FinCEN. Figure does not include closed cases for referrals self-initiated by the financial institution.

For cases closed by FinCEN, in which the institution is regulated by the primary federal regulator listed (regardless of whether the regulator made the referral directly), and includes all FinCEN-initiated, law enforcement agency-initiated, and self-disclosed cases). According to FinCEN officials, processing times may be affected by factors such as the complexity of the case and the amount of research required (including any potential delays in receiving requested documentation with which to complete the evaluation).

Data provided as of September 25, 2018.

Two reports have noted some issues associated with referrals to FinCEN, including delays in reporting by an agency and inconsistent status updates from FinCEN to agencies. A 2018 report by the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration found FinCEN had long delays in processing IRS referrals and assessed penalties on a small proportion of referrals. For example, 49 of 80 cases referred by IRS during fiscal years 2014–2016 remained open as of December 31, 2017, and FinCEN assessed penalties in six of the 80 referrals. In response, FinCEN management said the primary reason for not processing referrals was the “age” of the violations when the referral was made to FinCEN, which according to FinCEN officials impedes a thorough investigation of the violations due to an imminent expiration of the applicable statute of limitations. The report recommended that IRS consider having its FinCEN referral process reviewed by process experts to make it more efficient because delays in submitting cases to FinCEN could lead to FinCEN taking longer to process referrals or not considering cases for further civil penalty. In response to the recommendation, IRS stated that it completed a process improvement review of its FinCEN referral process, and had since updated its internal guidelines (in February 2019) to reflect the improved procedures.

The Office of Inspector General of Treasury reported in 2016, among other findings, that several federal and state regulators told it that FinCEN did not routinely inform them of the status of their referred cases. The Office of Inspector General recommended that FinCEN implement a process to periodically notify federal and state regulators of the status of

---

and actions taken on referred cases. In its response, FinCEN agreed with the recommendation, and stated that it follows its standard operating procedures for case processing. FinCEN’s response stated that its case processing procedures provide that in all FinCEN enforcement actions taken in coordination with other government partners (including other regulators), FinCEN’s Enforcement Division will provide regulators with a copy of FinCEN’s consent order that details the violations, factual findings, and proposed settlement terms. FinCEN also noted that its Enforcement Division holds standing and ad hoc meetings with each of its federal regulatory partners to discuss, among other matters, the status of top priority referrals. Treasury’s Office of Inspector General closed the recommendation based on FinCEN’s response and its review of FinCEN’s standard operating procedures—which it said included procedures to provide regulators with a copy of FinCEN’s approved consent order and proposed settlement terms in the case of formal enforcement actions. FinCEN officials also told us that FinCEN has been working to update and finalize its policies and procedures to further address the recommendation from Treasury’s Office of Inspector General, but did not have a time frame for completion.

When FinCEN assesses a penalty for BSA violations, it may do so independently or concurrently with supervisory agencies. In a concurrent action, FinCEN will assess a penalty with the other regulator and has sometimes deemed the penalty (or a portion of its penalty) satisfied by a payment to the regulator. FinCEN took 26 enforcement actions over the period we reviewed (from fiscal year 2015 through the


59The amounts assessed by the supervisory agencies and Treasury are guided by statute and based on the severity of the violation. See 12 U.S.C. § 1818(i); 15 U.S.C. § 78u-2; and 31 U.S.C. § 5321.

60In our prior work, FinCEN officials stated that they decide whether to assess consecutive or concurrent penalties on the basis of multiple factors, including the seriousness of the violation, the financial institution’s cooperation, and its history of compliance with BSA. In actions taken in parallel with other regulators, FinCEN often will consult with the other agencies to determine whether all or a part of the penalties should be concurrent. See GAO, Financial Institutions: Fines, Penalties, and Forfeitures for Violations of Financial Crimes and Sanctions Requirements, GAO-16-297 (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 22, 2016):12. In addition, FinCEN officials said that if a FinCEN case has a parallel criminal case, FinCEN will confer with DOJ on the assessment of penalties. See appendix III for more information on selected BSA-related criminal cases.
second quarter of fiscal year 2018), five of which were concurrent with supervisory agencies. Casinos, depository institutions, and money services businesses each had eight enforcement actions and a precious metals firm and a securities/futures firm had one each. In December 2018, FinCEN assessed a $14.5 million civil monetary penalty against UBS Financial Services, $5 million of which was paid to Treasury and the remainder satisfied by payment of penalties for similar or related conduct imposed by SEC and FINRA.61

### Banking Regulators

Federal banking regulators identify and cite violations of BSA/AML requirements as part of the supervision process, including the examination process.62 The regulators employ progressive enforcement regimes to address supervisory concerns that arise during the examination cycle or through other supervisory activities. If the institution does not respond to the concern in a timely manner, the regulators may take informal or formal enforcement action, depending on the severity of the circumstances.63 Informal enforcement actions include obtaining an institution’s commitment to implement corrective measures under a memorandum of understanding.64 Formal enforcement actions include issuance of a cease-and-desist order or assessment of a monetary penalty, among others. Some factors that the banking regulators reported considering when determining whether to raise an informal enforcement action to a formal enforcement action include the severity of the

---


62Bank regulatory examiners may identify supervisory concerns during on-site, targeted examinations or during continuous supervision activities, which include periodic communication with management regarding areas of concern and identification of significant issues affecting the kinds of targeted examinations teams will conduct during future supervisory cycles.

63Federal banking regulators generally take informal or formal enforcement actions in cases in which there is a lack of adequate institution response to a serious concern that demands immediate response or certain legal standard(s) are triggered.

64Informal enforcement actions are mutual agreements between the regulator and a depository institution to correct an identified problem. They generally involve written commitments from institution management to correct the problem and are used to address significant problems that can be corrected through a voluntary commitment from the institution’s management.
weakness and the bank’s commitment to correct the identified deficiencies.\textsuperscript{65} See appendix II for recent data on enforcement actions taken by the banking regulators.

\textbf{Securities Regulators}

All SEC enforcement actions and all SRO disciplinary actions are public. SEC has authority to enforce compliance with BSA for mutual funds and broker-dealers.\textsuperscript{66} If SEC examiners find significant deficiencies with a firm’s BSA program, the examiners may refer the finding to SEC’s Division of Enforcement or an SRO for enforcement.\textsuperscript{67} In addition, SEC’s BSA Review Group in the Division of Enforcement’s Office of Market Intelligence may refer matters identified through the review of BSA reports to staff in SEC’s Division of Enforcement and in the Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations for further consideration and potential follow-up. SEC’s Division of Enforcement will assess whether to proceed with an investigation, determine whether a violation has occurred, and if so, whether an enforcement action should be recommended against the firm or any individuals. In certain cases, SEC’s Division of Enforcement may undertake an investigation where there has been a widespread or systemic failure to file SARs or systemic omission of material information from SARs. When making this assessment, SEC staff said SEC considers a number of factors including: the egregiousness of the conduct, the length of time over which the violations occurred, number of SARs that were not filed or that omitted material information, the disciplinary history of the firm, and adherence to any internal policies and procedures.

\textsuperscript{65}For more information on the banking regulators’ approach to oversight of management of large depository institutions, see GAO, Bank Supervision: Regulators Improved Supervision of Management Activities but Additional Steps Needed, GAO-19-352 (Washington, D.C.: May 14, 2019).

\textsuperscript{66}For SEC, the primary mechanism for enforcing compliance by brokers-dealers with the requirements of the BSA is Section 17(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 17a-8. Under Rule 17a-8, every registered broker or dealer who is subject to the requirements of the Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act of 1970 must comply with the reporting, recordkeeping, and record retention provisions of 31 C.F.R. ch. X. In the investment company context, the registered “funds” must comply with Rule 38a-1 under the Investment Company Act of 1940. Rule 38a-1 states that funds must adopt and implement written policies and procedures reasonably designed to prevent violation of the “Federal Securities Laws,” which for purposes of that rule include the BSA. See 17 C.F.R. § 270.38a-1(a)(1), (e)(1).

\textsuperscript{67}According to SEC, it also will refer any significant BSA/AML deficiencies to FinCEN.
FINRA has enforcement authority that includes the ability to fine, suspend, or bar brokers and firms from the industry and has two separate procedures (settlement and formal complaint) through which it applies enforcement actions. Through a settlement, a firm or broker in violation can offer to settle with FINRA through a Letter of Acceptance, Waiver, and Consent.\(^68\) A formal complaint is filed with and heard before FINRA’s Office of Hearing Officers. See appendix II for recent data on enforcement actions taken by SEC and FINRA.

### Futures Regulators

Although CFTC delegated examination authority to NFA and the CME Group, it retained authority to pursue enforcement actions against futures firms. While CFTC does not typically conduct BSA/AML examinations, it does have a BSA review team that reviews SARs to identify potential violations of futures laws, and CFTC has taken enforcement actions based on leads developed from SARs reviewed.\(^69\) SROs generally conduct BSA examinations of futures firms, and at the conclusion of an examination, the SROs will issue a report to the futures firm to notify the firm of any deficiencies in its AML program. If the deficiencies are not significant, NFA officials stated NFA will cite the deficiency in the examination report and close the examination with no disciplinary action but require corrective action before closing.

If examination findings are significant, then NFA may issue a warning letter or recommend that its Business Conduct Committee issue a formal complaint charging the firm with violating NFA’s AML requirements (which is an enforcement action). NFA officials told us it resolves most enforcement actions related to violations of NFA’s BSA/AML rules through settlement agreements that assess a fine. NFA may take other types of actions for violations of their rules, such as suspension of

---

\(^{68}\)In such letters, the member firm accepts a finding of violation, consents to the imposition of sanctions, and agrees to waive their (or an associated person’s) right to a hearing before a hearing panel or, if applicable, an extended hearing panel, and any right of appeal to the National Adjudicatory Council, SEC, and the courts, or to otherwise challenge the validity of the letter, if the letter is accepted. The letter shall describe the act or practice the member allegedly engaged in or omitted; the rule, regulation, or statutory provision allegedly violated; and the sanction or sanctions to be imposed.

\(^{69}\)CFTC staff told us they had taken two enforcement actions related to BSA/AML violations as of December 2018.
membership or expulsion. See appendix II for recent data on informal and formal actions SROs took.

**Internal Revenue Service**

Although FinCEN has delegated authority to IRS to conduct civil BSA/AML examinations for a variety of nonbank financial institutions and individuals, IRS does not have authority to enforce most civil BSA violations identified.\(^7^0\) If IRS Small Business/Self-Employed Division examiners find BSA violations when examining an institution, the division can send a letter of noncompliance—a letter 1112—with a summary of examination findings and recommendations to the institution, which also includes an acceptance statement for the institution to sign. Additionally, if IRS Small Business/Self-Employed Division examiners identify significant civil violations during a BSA/AML examination, such as willful violations of BSA reporting and record-keeping requirements, they may refer civil violations to FinCEN or refer certain violations of potential criminal activity to IRS-CI.\(^7^1\) See appendix II for recent data, including the number of institutions issued a letter 1112.

\(^7^0\)FinCEN retains the authority to impose civil penalties per 31 C.F.R. § 1010.810 (d). IRS was delegated authority to investigate the criminal provisions of BSA as provided in 31 C.F.R. § 1010.810(c)(2). Nonbank financial institutions subject to IRS examination include, but are not limited to, check cashers, money transmitters, casinos, and card clubs.

\(^7^1\)IRS-CI investigates criminal violations, including for BSA. Indications of willfulness for BSA violations in the Internal Revenue Manuals Part 4 include filings on some transactions but not on others, documentary evidence that the same individual conducted multiple transactions in a very short period of time so it was clear that the transactions were related and should have triggered a recordkeeping requirement, and evidence that records were false and the violator must have known. See IRM § 4.26.7.4.3.2.
FinCEN, Supervisory Agencies and Law Enforcement Established Collaborative Mechanisms, but the Futures Industry Has Been Less Represented

In recent years, Treasury and FinCEN have led efforts to identify BSA goals and priorities such as issuing a national strategy and risk assessments for combating illicit financing crimes. They also established key mechanisms for BSA/AML collaboration, such as interagency working groups, information-sharing agreements, and liaison positions that encompass multiple federal, state, and local agencies and private-sector participants. However, these key mechanisms have been less inclusive of the futures industry than other financial sectors.

Treasury and FinCEN Led Efforts to Identify BSA Goals and Priorities

Treasury and FinCEN led collaborative efforts to identify BSA goals and priorities, including the following:

- **National Strategy.** In December 2018, Treasury issued the *National Strategy for Combating Terrorist and Other Illicit Financing* as required by 2017 legislation. The national strategy discussed various agencies’ BSA-related goals and objectives, including those of the supervisory agencies and law enforcement groups with which we spoke for our review. It also laid out key priorities, such as protecting the United States from terrorist attacks, simplifying the BSA regulatory

---

72 To identify agencies’ key collaborative mechanisms used to implement BSA/AML responsibilities, we reviewed agency documentation (such as strategic plans, national strategies, and risk assessments); prior GAO reports that contained discussions of collaborative mechanisms; and interviewed agency officials from FinCEN, supervisory agencies, and law enforcement.

framework to work more effectively and efficiently, and ensuring the stability of domestic and global markets by reducing fraud, money laundering, and other economic crimes.\textsuperscript{74} The strategy also discussed interagency coordination and information-sharing mechanisms (including public-private information sharing). For example, the national strategy states that FBI provided a classified briefing twice a year to selected personnel from the 20 largest financial institutions in the United States to share information on terrorist financing trends.\textsuperscript{75} In addition, the national strategy provided data on prosecutions related to money laundering. For example, in fiscal years 2015–2017, DOJ annually charged on average 2,257 defendants with money laundering.

- **Risk assessments.** Congress also directed Treasury and relevant agencies to evaluate the effectiveness of existing efforts that address the highest level of risks associated with illicit finance. In December 2018, Treasury issued three risk assessments that identified money laundering, terrorist financing, and proliferation financing risks and describe Treasury’s and relevant agencies’ efforts to address these risks.\textsuperscript{76} The three risk assessments underpin the 2018 National Strategy. Treasury involved multiple agencies in the development of the risk assessments, including supervisory agencies, SROs, and several law enforcement agencies.\textsuperscript{77} The terrorist financing and money laundering risk assessments built on previous Treasury-led

\textsuperscript{74} Appendix 1 of the 2018 National Strategy describes specific agencies’ priorities in combating illicit finance, which also are articulated in their strategic plans and performance goals.

\textsuperscript{75} In addition, FBI officials said they conducted approximately 25 training sessions with financial institutions on typologies and trends, including threats and risks associated with different geographical areas.


\textsuperscript{77} The supervisory agencies included in this effort were CFTC, Federal Reserve, FDIC, NCUA, OCC, and SEC. Law enforcement agencies included, among others, IRS-CI, DOJ components (such as DOJ’s Criminal Division, FBI, and the Drug Enforcement Administration), and DHS components (ICE-HSI and the Secret Service).
risk assessments issued in 2015, but the 2018 proliferation financing risk assessment was the first ever issued.

- **Treasury’s Strategic Plan (2018–2022) and other guidance.** Prior to the publication of the National Strategy, Treasury issued a strategic plan in February 2018 that identified strategies, goals, measures, and indicators of success to meet its strategic goal for preventing terrorists and other illicit actors from using the U.S. and international financial systems.\(^78\) FinCEN also issued advisories or guidance that identify BSA and law enforcement priorities. For example, in February 2014 FinCEN issued guidance that clarified how financial institutions should align their BSA reports to meet federal and state law enforcement priorities if the institutions provide services to marijuana-related businesses.\(^79\) The related federal and state law enforcement priorities included preventing the proceeds of marijuana sales from going to criminal enterprises, gangs, and cartels.

Two industry associations (with which we spoke before the issuance of the December 2018 national strategy and risk assessments) noted the importance of establishing BSA priorities to better inform industry. For example officials from one industry association said that Treasury’s risk assessments identified priorities and suggested that it produce these types of reports more frequently (for example annually). This may be addressed, in part, by Congress’ requirement that the national strategy—including a discussion on goals, objectives, and priorities—be updated in 2020 and 2022. In addition, Treasury has been conducting a broad review of BSA/AML laws, regulations, and supervision—focusing on how effectively current requirements and related activities achieve the underlying goals of the BSA.

---

**Key Mechanisms for Collaboration Involve FinCEN, Supervisory Agencies, and Law Enforcement**

Interagency working groups, interagency memorandums of understanding, and liaison positions, as shown in table 4, are key...

---

\(^78\)For example, the Strategic Plan outlined a desired outcome: to prevent terrorist and other illicit actors from using U.S. and international financial systems through strengthened U.S. and global anti-money laundering frameworks and a framework for combating financing of terrorism.

BSA/AML collaborative mechanisms that were identified through our interviews with officials from FinCEN, supervisory agencies and law enforcement agencies and in agency documents.

### Table 4: Key Interagency Mechanisms for Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering (BSA/AML) Collaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Purpose/Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group</td>
<td>Lead agency: Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)</td>
<td>To discuss BSA/AML administration and obtain feedback on FinCEN’s initiatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group</td>
<td>Stakeholders: federal and state supervisory agencies, law enforcement agencies, some selected self-regulatory organizations, financial institutions, and industry associations</td>
<td>To discuss BSA/AML administration and obtain feedback on FinCEN’s initiatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandums of understanding</td>
<td>Lead agency: Not applicable</td>
<td>To share information and provide access to BSA data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandums of understanding</td>
<td>Stakeholders: FinCEN, federal and state supervisory agencies, and federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies</td>
<td>To share information and provide access to BSA data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) BSA/AML Working Group</td>
<td>Lead agency: (rotates): Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) as of April 2019</td>
<td>To provide uniformity in the supervision and examination of insured depository institutions. The group’s responsibilities include maintaining the FFIEC BSA/AML Examination Manual, which is publicly available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) BSA/AML Working Group</td>
<td>Stakeholders: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve), Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), OCC, National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), Conference of State Bank Supervisors, and FinCEN. On a quarterly basis, also includes: Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), Internal Revenue Service (IRS),and in the Department of the Treasury (Treasury)—Terrorism and Financial Intelligence, and the Office of Foreign Assets Control</td>
<td>To provide uniformity in the supervision and examination of insured depository institutions. The group’s responsibilities include maintaining the FFIEC BSA/AML Examination Manual, which is publicly available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasury and the Federal Banking Agencies Working Group on BSA/AML</td>
<td>Lead agency: Treasury and federal banking regulators</td>
<td>To identify ways to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the BSA/AML regime. The group’s products include joint statements encouraging financial institution innovation to combat money laundering and presenting information on how community banks and credit unions can share AML resources to better protect against illicit actors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Purpose/Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasury and the Federal Banking Agencies Working Group on BSA/AML</td>
<td>Stakeholders: FinCEN, FDIC, Federal Reserve, OCC, and NCUA</td>
<td>To identify ways to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the BSA/AML regime. The group’s products include joint statements encouraging financial institution innovation to combat money laundering and presenting information on how community banks and credit unions can share AML resources to better protect against illicit actors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinCEN liaison positions</td>
<td>Lead agency: FinCEN</td>
<td>To coordinate respective operations with FinCEN activities and promote FinCEN’s tools and programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinCEN liaison positions</td>
<td>Stakeholders: Drug Enforcement Administration, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), IRS-Criminal Investigation (IRS-CI), U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement-Homeland Security Investigations (ICE-HSI), U.S. Secret Service, and other law enforcement agencies</td>
<td>To coordinate respective operations with FinCEN activities and promote FinCEN’s tools and programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) Review Teams</td>
<td>Lead agency: IRS-CI and U.S. Attorney’s Offices</td>
<td>To review SARs and other BSA filings and coordinate follow-up investigations, including possible BSA violations. According to FinCEN, as of November 2018, 149 SAR review teams were located around the country, covering all 94 federal judicial districts. According to IRS-CI, the teams meet monthly to review all SARs received from financial institutions in that judicial district.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) Review Teams</td>
<td>Stakeholders: ICE-HSI, Drug Enforcement Administration, FBI, U.S. Secret Service, and other federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies</td>
<td>To coordinate respective operations with FinCEN activities and promote FinCEN’s tools and programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic Targeting Orders</td>
<td>Lead agency: FinCEN</td>
<td>• To enhance the transparency of high-risk financial transactions through the use of a temporary reporting requirement. For example, in April 2015 FinCEN, in coordination with ICE-HSI and IRS-CI, issued a geographic targeting order to several hundred businesses in Miami to shed light on cash transactions that may be related to money laundering schemes used by drug cartels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic Targeting Orders</td>
<td>Stakeholders: U.S. Attorney’s Offices, ICE-HSI, and other federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies</td>
<td>• To enhance the transparency of high-risk financial transactions through the use of a temporary reporting requirement. For example, in April 2015 FinCEN, in coordination with ICE-HSI and IRS-CI, issued a geographic targeting order to several hundred businesses in Miami to shed light on cash transactions that may be related to money laundering schemes used by drug cartels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We included the lead agency for mechanisms (excluding memorandums of understanding), but did not provide a comprehensive listing of stakeholders, which may include other federal, state, and local law enforcement, regulatory agencies, and industry groups.

**Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group (BSAAG).** Congress directed Treasury to create BSAAG in 1992. The group, led by FinCEN, is the primary and longest-established BSA/AML collaboration mechanism and is used to share information and receive feedback on BSA administration. The advisory group meets twice a year and includes working groups on BSA/AML-related issues that may meet more frequently. BSAAG recently has been focusing on improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the regulatory and supervisory regime. SEC and Federal Reserve officials told us that BSAAG is a helpful and effective collaborative mechanism to discuss BSA/AML issues. However, as we discuss later, representatives from CFTC, the primary futures SRO, and a futures industry association expressed concerns that the futures industry was not as well represented on BSAAG as other industries.

FinCEN invites the public to nominate financial institutions and trade groups for 3-year membership terms on BSAAG. In making selections, the Director of FinCEN retains discretion on all membership decisions and seeks to complement current BSAAG members in terms of affiliations, industry, and geographic representation.

**Memorandums of understanding (MOU).** FinCEN established interagency agreements—information-sharing and data-access MOUs—relating to BSA data. For example, FinCEN entered into an information-sharing MOU with the federal banking regulators in 2004 and has since established similar MOUs with other supervisory agencies, including...

---


81Each year, FinCEN posts a Federal Register notice regarding BSAAG membership. According to the Federal Register notice, the Director may consider prior years’ applications when making the selection and does not limit consideration to institutions or industry associations nominated by the public. According to FinCEN officials, on average, 10–13 spots are up for expiration each year. When selecting members, FinCEN officials said FinCEN takes into consideration factors such as a diverse cross-section of financial sectors and geographic location; an appropriate number of members relative to the ability to have productive discussions; and logistical constraints, such as meeting space. FinCEN officials told us they recently determined that they could increase the number of BSAAG members following a review of the responses to the December 2018 Federal Register request for nominations, and increased the number from 53 to 55 members.
many state supervisory agencies. FinCEN consolidates the data from the four federal banking regulators and told us that it shares the consolidated reports with banking regulators. In addition, FinCEN officials told us they use data from the information-sharing agreements to help in certain initiatives and training. For example, FinCEN officials told us that a recently funded initiative focused on nonbank financial institutions will use information from the MOUs to proactively identify risks and better inform related compliance efforts.

All the supervisory agencies told us they informally update and monitor their information-sharing MOUs through frequent meetings and regular communication with FinCEN. For example, FinCEN officials told us they have been working to update how they collect information on violations related to the customer due diligence and beneficial ownership rule. In addition, FinCEN contracts an annual MOU satisfaction survey that FinCEN officials said helps them monitor the effectiveness of the MOUs. In the survey, respondents were asked about their satisfaction with their MOU and scored their satisfaction around 80 out of 100 in 2017.

FinCEN also has more than 400 data-access MOUs with federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies as well as with federal and state regulatory agencies. FinCEN has data-access MOUs, or provides direct data access, with or to all the federal supervisory agencies and with

---

82 In addition to MOUs with FinCEN, supervisory agencies and SROs may have MOUs for coordinating examinations or sharing examination documentation. These MOUs generally cover supervision broadly, but include BSA/AML as a component. For example, SEC and the Federal Reserve have an MOU that includes sharing examination findings of significant BSA violations for entities they both supervise. SEC and CFTC have a similar MOU with each other. The SRO, FINRA, signed an MOU with the Federal Reserve in November 2017 to coordinate examinations in areas in which they share regulatory oversight (including sharing information related to BSA/AML compliance).

83 Respondents answered the questions on a 1-10 scale, and the responses were converted to a 0-100 scale for reporting purposes. A total of 67 individuals were sent invitations and of those 34 completed the survey for a response rate of 51 percent. In addition, in the most recent 2017 survey, when respondents were asked if they had any suggestions for improving the MOU that FinCEN has with their organizations, 94 percent said they did not.

84 FinCEN tracks the number of users and queries of its database of BSA reports. For example, in August 2018, FinCEN reported it had an estimated 11,000 active users with more than 10 million queries of the BSA database over the past 5 years.
FINRA, a securities SRO—but not with NFA, a futures SRO. As discussed previously, supervisory agencies use these data primarily to help scope and conduct their BSA/AML compliance examinations. In a later section, we discuss access issues in relation to supervision of the futures industry. Law enforcement agencies use BSA data to assist in ongoing investigations and when initiating new investigations.

Liaison positions. FinCEN has used on-site liaison positions for more than a decade to help avoid overlap and duplication of efforts. According to FinCEN officials, as of April 2019, FinCEN had 18 law enforcement liaisons from 10 law enforcement agencies. Some law enforcement officials with which we spoke said the liaison position allowed feedback and information exchange between law enforcement and FinCEN. Supervisory agencies generally told us that the liaison program was for law enforcement agencies and that they did not participate.

FinCEN officials said that while FinCEN does not have on-site liaisons from supervisory agencies that are comparable in scope to the law enforcement liaisons, they work closely with the supervisory agencies. For example, FinCEN currently has a part-time detailee from FDIC who collaborates on-site at FinCEN with FinCEN analysts. FinCEN officials said they hosted a temporary on-site detailee from NCUA in 2017. NCUA officials told us that they also expressed an interest to FinCEN to implement routine detailing of staff. SEC staff told us that in the past they had a FinCEN detailee onsite working with SEC’s Division of Enforcement, which allowed SEC to better understand FinCEN’s methodology and approaches, and assess their own approaches to BSA enforcement. SEC staff expressed interest in hosting another FinCEN detailee, and the agency has been considering a FinCEN request to send an SEC liaison to FinCEN.

There are also other BSA/AML collaborative mechanisms among regulatory or law enforcement agencies, such as the FFIEC BSA/AML working group, SAR review teams, and geographic targeting orders (see table 4). We also obtained perspectives on collaboration from FinCEN.

---

85FinCEN does not have formal data-access MOUs with FDIC and NCUA, but according to FinCEN officials, these agencies have access to BSA data through FinCEN Query and FinCEN has been finalizing MOUs with them. FinCEN’s data-access MOU with CFTC includes a provision authorizing CFTC to share BSA information with futures’ SROs for purposes of examining a financial institution for BSA compliance.

86We have ongoing work that will further examine FinCEN data-access MOUs.
and relevant key law enforcement and regulatory agencies on three selected BSA criminal cases, which are discussed in appendix III.

Futures Industry Not Consistently Included in BSAAG and its Key SRO Does Not Have a Data-Access MOU with FinCEN

The futures industry has been less represented in key mechanisms for BSA/AML collaboration (those related to BSAAG and data-access agreements) than other industries. Representatives from CFTC, the primary futures industry SRO, and a futures industry association expressed concerns that the futures industry was not as well represented on BSAAG as other industries. CFTC, as the delegated supervisory agency, always has been a member of BSAAG. However, the primary futures industry SRO—which has developed rules to implement AML requirements for its members and conducts a majority of AML examinations of futures firms—and futures industry associations have had less consistent participation. Officials from the primary futures SRO expressed concern that they were not a regular member of BSAAG. They noted that they were a BSAAG member in the mid-2000s but then not selected as a member of BSAAG for almost 5 years (from 2014) until they were invited to be a member again in March 2018, at which point, the futures industry association’s BSAAG membership was not renewed when its term expired.

Representatives from all key federal supervisory agencies have been regular members of BSAAG. In particular, the securities industry, which also uses SROs to monitor BSA compliance, has had its primary SRO as a member of BSAAG since 2008. Representatives from the primary securities SRO said that their participation in BSAAG allowed them to coordinate BSA/AML efforts.

Representatives from the primary futures SRO said that their role regarding oversight of the futures industry was similar to the primary securities SRO. These representatives stated that they adopted AML rules; were the only SRO with jurisdiction over all futures entities subject to AML requirements; and conducted a majority of AML examinations. Accordingly, representatives said that they were in the unique position of seeing first-hand how AML requirements are implemented in the futures industry and identifying issues, as well as potential gaps in implementation. CFTC staff said that all significant representative groups for the futures industry should participate in BSAAG—in particular, the
primary futures SRO because it supervises all types of registered firms in the futures industry and the leading industry association for the futures, options, and centrally cleared derivatives markets.

In addition, representatives from industry associations we spoke with from other industries have been regular members of BSAAG including banking associations and the primary securities industry association. The primary securities industry association has been a member since 2008, concurrent with the primary securities SRO (also a member since 2008). Representatives from this association said that BSAAG is a mechanism that FinCEN uses to solicit feedback from the industry. Officials from the futures industry association that had previously participated in BSAAG, told us that their current lack of participation may prevent FinCEN from obtaining an in-depth understanding of futures industry issues and may prevent the futures industry from obtaining information on BSA/AML goals and priorities and other key communications. CFTC staff said that in addition to the primary futures SRO, BSAAG also should include a primary industry association.

FinCEN officials told us that there is a limit on the number of BSAAG representatives allowed and that they have had a futures representative that was not always an active participant. In addition, FinCEN officials said that when selecting BSAAG members they need to consider the top money laundering risk areas as well as the appropriate number of members to have productive discussions. They added that because membership rotates, additional futures representatives could be added based on needs and topic areas. Furthermore, FinCEN officials told us that although the most recent BSAAG (October 2018) did not include a futures industry association, it did include the primary futures industry SRO and six large diversified financial firms that are listed as members of the key futures industry association. However, these firms represent a small percentage of the association’s membership and are not smaller firms or clearing organizations, exchanges, and global and regional executing brokers.

As noted in Treasury’s 2018 national strategy, BSAAG is the main AML information conduit and policy coordination mechanism among regulators,

87The key futures industry association has stated that its membership includes more than 300 member firms and 28,000 industry professionals. This includes executing and clearing brokers, exchanges, clearinghouses, commodity and trading firms, end users and service providers that support cleared derivatives.
law enforcement, and industry and has been focusing on improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the regulatory and supervisory regime. Without regular participation by the primary futures SRO that has developed AML rules and conducts the majority of BSA examinations for the futures industry, FinCEN may be missing opportunities to better understand compliance in the futures industry and the SRO may not be fully up to date on BSA/AML compliance issues and related initiatives that may affect the AML rules it develops. Furthermore, without representation on BSAAG by the key futures industry association, the diverse array of futures industry participants may not be fully represented, informed, or updated on key BSA/AML information. Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government state that management should externally communicate the necessary quality information to achieve the entity’s objective. In addition, the statutory purpose of BSAAG includes informing private-sector representatives of how BSA reports have been used and receiving advice on how reporting requirements should be modified. Additional futures industry representation on BSAAG could enhance both regulator and industry awareness of BSA/AML compliance issues and potential money laundering risks.

In addition, NFA, the SRO conducting the majority of BSA examinations for the futures industry, does not have direct access to BSA data—unlike all key supervisory agencies and FINRA. In our 2009 report, we recommended that FinCEN expand data-access MOUs to SROs conducting BSA examinations that did not already have direct access to BSA data. In 2014, FinCEN completed a data access MOU with FINRA. But it did not pursue an MOU with NFA because, at that time, CFTC did not ask FinCEN to arrange an MOU with NFA. However, CFTC staff, as of April 2019, told us that access to BSA data would enhance the tools that NFA has to perform its functions, including its ability to scope and perform BSA/AML examinations, and to use BSA data more extensively and more frequently. Currently, when conducting its examinations, NFA must obtain SAR information from CFTC, as well as reviewing SARs provided by a firm while conducting an on-site examination. FinCEN

88See GAO-14-704G.
89CME Group also is a futures SRO, but conducts a limited number of examinations of futures commission merchants (no more than seven examinations each year in fiscal years 2015–2018) and it also does not have direct access to BSA data. We did not focus on CME Group’s access due to the limited scope of its BSA oversight activities.
90GAO-09-227.
officials told us that NFA has not requested direct access to BSA data. However, NFA representatives told us they welcomed a discussion with CFTC and FinCEN on the benefits and drawbacks of having direct access to BSA data. FinCEN officials said they would need to better understand any negative impacts of NFA not having direct access and NFA would need to meet the required criteria to obtain direct access.

Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government state that management should externally communicate the necessary quality information to achieve the entity’s objectives.91 Supervisory agencies with direct data access all have utilized BSA data to some extent to scope and plan examinations. Direct access to BSA data would enhance NFA’s ability to scope BSA examinations and generally conduct its oversight responsibilities for BSA in the futures industry.

Metrics and Feedback to Industry on the Usefulness of BSA Reporting Were Not Consistently or Widely Provided

FinCEN and two law enforcement agencies with which we spoke generated metrics on the usefulness of BSA reporting—such as the number of BSA reports that led to new investigations. But FinCEN, whose role it is to collect and disseminate BSA data, has not consistently communicated these metrics—instead only communicating some available metrics on an ad-hoc basis through methods such as published speeches or congressional testimonies. FinCEN and nearly all the law enforcement agencies with which we spoke provided some feedback to financial institutions on how to make BSA reports more useful through formal mechanisms (such as conferences and training sessions) and informal relationships. However, institution-specific feedback, which all industry groups said their members preferred, has not been widely provided.

91See GAO-14-704G.
Available Metrics on Usefulness of BSA Reporting Not Consistently Communicated

Two of the six law enforcement agencies (IRS-CI and FBI) we interviewed produced metrics on the usefulness of BSA reporting (for example, percentage of investigations utilizing BSA data). However, FinCEN (which has statutory responsibilities for the central collection, analysis, and dissemination of BSA data) did not consistently communicate this information, but rather communicated on an ad hoc basis through published speeches or congressional testimony. IRS-CI annually publishes a report with data on investigations, including those generated by BSA reports. For example, in fiscal year 2018, IRS-CI reported that 515 BSA investigations were initiated (see table 5). FinCEN’s website generally did not refer to IRS-CI metrics, but in a November 2018 congressional testimony, the Director of FinCEN included information on the percentage of IRS-CI investigations that began with a BSA source—24 percent in fiscal year 2017.

For purposes of this report, we consider “metrics on the usefulness of BSA reporting” as those that the agencies in our scope identified as such—for example, summary data on the percentages of investigations utilizing BSA data. As discussed later in the report, FinCEN has an ongoing study evaluating the value of BSA reporting and developing and identifying related metrics on the usefulness or value of BSA reporting. We have ongoing work that will further examine the costs and benefits of BSA reporting to BSA data users, such as law enforcement agencies.


Combating Money Laundering and Other Forms of Illicit Finance: Regulator and Law Enforcement Perspectives on Reform, Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 115th Cong. (Nov. 29, 2018); statement of Kenneth A. Blanco, Director, Financial Crimes Enforcement Network.
Table 5: Metrics on Investigations Involving BSA Reporting, Internal Revenue Service Criminal Investigation (IRS-CI), Fiscal Years 2016–2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investigations initiated</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecution recommendations</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informations/Indictments&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentenced</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incarceration rate&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average months to serve</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO presentation of IRS data.

Note: IRS-CI considers a Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) investigation to include those generated from suspicious activity report (SAR) review teams; or investigations with the following sources (SAR, currency transaction report, Form 8300, Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts, or Currency and Monetary Instrument Report); or investigations involving violations of Title 18 USC Section 1960 (operating an unlicensed money transmitting business) or Title 31 BSA violations. According to IRS-CI officials, data in each row are independent. For example, an investigation initiated in fiscal year 2016 may have resulted in an indictment in a later year, such as fiscal year 2018.

<sup>a</sup>An indictment is a formal written accusation of a crime issued by a sworn grand jury against an accused party. An information is a formal charge made by a prosecutor without a grand jury indictment.

<sup>b</sup>Incarceration includes confinement to federal prison, halfway house, home detention, or some combination thereof.

In addition, IRS-CI also tracks the work of SAR review teams and has created some metrics on the usefulness of BSA reporting, including: the number of investigations initiated, indictments, convictions, sentenced, and total dollars seized based on the work of the SAR review teams (see table 6). While this information is not routinely reported publicly, IRS officials said they have shared information about results from SAR review teams’ during presentations to the public, law enforcement, and financial industries.

Table 6: Data on Results from Suspicious Activity Report Review Teams, Fiscal Years (FY) 2015–2018 (third quarter – Q3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initiations</th>
<th>Indicted</th>
<th>Convictions</th>
<th>Sentenced</th>
<th>Total seized (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY2018Q3</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>$144.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2017</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>$7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2016</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>$15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2015</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>$35.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO presentation of IRS data.

FBI analyzes BSA filings to support existing cases and initiate new investigations, and FBI and FinCEN have reported related metrics to the public, but not routinely. FBI created a BSA Alert System that searches
subjects’ names, dates of birth, Social Security numbers, telephone numbers, email addresses, and other identifying information across BSA filings, and automatically emails the results to agents. In a November 2018 congressional testimony, the FBI section chief of its Criminal Investigative Division stated that these searches produce an average of 2,000 alerts per month and provided statistics on the results of the agency’s use of BSA data.\(^\text{95}\) From January 2017 to June 2018, BSA reporting was directly linked to the main subject of approximately 25 percent of pending FBI investigations (up from 8.9 percent in 2012). The November 2018 FBI testimony also described FBI’s use of SARs data analysis to identify new cases. For example, FBI analysts run a series of search terms and criteria related to money laundering, terrorist financing, human trafficking, fraud, corruption, transnational organized crime, and other schemes against SAR filings. The persons identified through the searches are automatically searched against FBI case files and watchlist data, and the results incorporated into reports to appropriate field offices. FinCEN also communicated some of the FBI metrics in an August 2018 speech by the FinCEN director. For example, the director said more than 20 percent of FBI investigations utilized BSA data and for some types of crime, like organized crime, nearly 60 percent of FBI investigations used BSA data.\(^\text{96}\)

The other four law enforcement agencies with which we spoke did not generate metrics on the usefulness of BSA reporting due to confidentiality or data reliability concerns, among other reasons, but some tracked other BSA-related efforts.

- **DHS** officials said that while they do not have any metrics on the usefulness of BSA reports, the agency provided data on the usefulness of ICE-HSI’s Cornerstone outreach program—in which ICE-HSI provided training to financial institutions on issues such as trends in how criminals earn, move, and store illicit proceeds. ICE-HSI reported that in fiscal year 2017, based on the Cornerstone outreach

\(^{95}\) *Combating Money Laundering and Other Forms of Illicit Finance: Regulator and Law Enforcement Perspectives on Reform*, Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 115th Cong. (Nov. 29, 2018); statement of Steven M. D’Antuono, Section Chief of the Criminal Investigative Division, Federal Bureau of Investigation.

program, special agents initiated more than 72 financial investigations, made 55 criminal arrests, and seized almost $2 million in illicit proceeds.97

- **Secret Service** officials said that they have been trying to develop an internal tracking system for their use of BSA reports, but were not tracking any metrics as of April 2019. They told us that they use BSA data for investigative purposes only and they do not discuss or report it, because they consider it confidential information—thus making it difficult for them to gather metrics on the use of BSA reports.

- An official from **DOJ’s Criminal Division** said that the division has not established any performance measures or collected any statistics that measure the effectiveness of BSA record-keeping and reporting requirements (for example, because the success of investigations depending on multiple factors not just BSA reporting, and other challenges described later in this report). However, the official said that the division recognizes the usefulness of BSA data in criminal investigations because the data help them with prosecutions of crimes.

- Officials from **DOJ Executive Office for United States Attorneys** said that they track the number of cases with statutory provisions relating to BSA in which the U.S. Attorney’s Offices prosecuted or enforced BSA violations. However, the officials said their case management system does not track if BSA filings were used to initiate or assist the case.

Supervisory agencies we interviewed generally said FinCEN and law enforcement are better positioned to compile metrics on the usefulness of BSA reporting because FinCEN and law enforcement agencies are the primary users of BSA reports. However, two of the seven supervisory agencies in our review that also have law enforcement functions—SEC and CFTC—have their own BSA review teams, which analyze SARs to identify potential violations of federal laws, including BSA violations, and refer matters for further examination or investigation as appropriate.98 For example, on average, from fiscal years 2016 to 2018, SEC’s BSA review team reviewed about 27,000 SARs each year that related to current or

---

97In addition, ICE-HSI publishes a quarterly newsletter highlighting current trends in financial crimes identified by law enforcement and the private sector, recent case studies, and training and outreach events.

98While we classify SEC and CFTC as supervisory agencies for purposes of this report, they have law enforcement functions under the federal securities and futures laws.
potential investigative matters, or entities regulated by SEC. CFTC staff told us they review an estimated 7,500–8,000 SARs annually. On average, in about 100 instances a year, CFTC's BSA review team refers SARs to investigative teams in support of new or existing investigations. As of December 2018, CFTC staff said they had taken 33 enforcement actions based on leads developed from SARs, with two of the actions related to BSA/AML violations.

FinCEN collected some metrics on the usefulness of BSA data through annual surveys and other initiatives; however, the survey results are not public and other metrics are not regularly published. FinCEN contracts an annual survey that includes questions to BSA data users (such as federal and state law enforcement and regulators) about the usefulness of BSA data to, among other things, provide new information or supplement known information or identify new leads or investigations. BSA data users are asked to score the value and impact of BSA data and scored it at about 80 out of 100 for both 2016 and 2017. FinCEN contracts another survey that solicits feedback on the 314(a) program. The 2017 survey found the respondents that utilized the 314(a) program gave it high scores for its usefulness—close to 90 out of 100 for 2016, and 2017. The results from both surveys are not publicly available. In addition, FinCEN periodically publishes a 314(a) Fact Sheet that contains some data on the usefulness of the 314(a) program—such as the number of 314(a) requests and the percentage of requests that contributed to

---

99 The other supervisory agencies generally review BSA reports for the purposes of scoping and planning examinations.

100 The value/impact of BSA data score is a composite of multiple questions including questions about BSA supporting new or existing investigations and developing new leads. Survey scores are the average respondent scores to each individual question asked in the survey. Respondents are asked to rate each item on a 1-10 scale with “1” being “poor” and “10” being “excellent.” The mean responses to these items are converted to a 0-100 scale for reporting purposes. The scores are averages, not percentages. According to the contractor, the score is best thought of as an index, with “0” meaning “poor” and “100” meaning “excellent.” In 2017, a total of 10,974 individuals were sent invitations to take the survey and a total of 1,327 responses were collected and used for analysis, yielding a response rate of 12 percent. In 2016, there were 1,594 respondents.

101 Survey scores are the average respondent scores to each individual question asked in the survey. Respondents are asked to rate each item on a 1-10 scale with “1” being “poor” and “10” being “excellent.” The mean responses to these items are converted to a 0-100 scale for reporting purposes. The scores are averages, not percentages. According to the contractor, the score is best thought of as an index, with “0” meaning “poor” and “100” meaning “excellent.” The survey also noted that the total number of respondents was notably higher in 2017—308 in 2017 versus 42 in 2016.
arrests or indictments. Based on information FinCEN collected from law enforcement, approximately 95 percent of 314(a) requests contributed to arrests or indictments.

In addition, FinCEN reported the number of cases submitted and related subjects of interest identified in 314(a) requests for each 2-week period from January 5, 2016, to January 29, 2019. For example, for the 2-week period starting on January 29, 2019, 16 requests resulted in 162 subjects of interest.

FinCEN contracted a study on the value of BSA reporting—which began in January 2019 and is to be completed by the end of 2019—with the goal of identifying common attributes of BSA value among stakeholders; assessing how to use available data to establish metrics for evaluating and calculating the value of BSA; identifying gaps in data and other information needed to measure the value of BSA reporting; and proposing actions to improve FinCEN’s ability to identify, track, and measure the value of BSA reporting. However, the performance work statement for FinCEN’s BSA value study, which outlines the objectives for the study, does not include actions related to communicating such metrics. As discussed above, FinCEN has not consistently communicated available metrics. FinCEN officials told us their current approach was to communicate metrics through mechanisms such as speeches and congressional testimonies. FinCEN officials told us that it has an ongoing initiative to create a new communication strategy incorporating the results of the BSA value study—but had no time frame for its completion.

102 The 314(a) program allows law enforcement (through FinCEN) to submit requests that meet certain criteria (including that the money laundering investigation is determined to be “significant” and that the law enforcement agency has exhausted more traditional means of investigation before utilizing the program) and requires U.S. financial institutions to search their records to identify if they have responsive information relating to the subject/entities of a 314(a) request.


104 FinCEN regularly used to issue SARs by the Numbers, which provided data on SARs filed over a 1-year period by different financial institution type. FinCEN officials said that SARs by the Numbers has been replaced by their searchable SAR Stats website. While FinCEN’s public web search—SAR Stats—can be queried for aggregate summaries of the total numbers of SARs filed (for example, by industry type, product type, or regulator), it does not provide metrics in terms of usage in investigations.

105 A performance work statement is used in performance-based acquisitions and describes the required results in clear, specific, and objective terms with measurable outcomes.
Our prior work found that agencies can implement a number of practices that can enhance or facilitate the use of performance information—including communicating performance information frequently and routinely.\(^{106}\) In addition, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government state that management should externally communicate the necessary quality information to achieve the entity’s objectives.\(^{107}\) Officials from some supervisory agencies and most industry associations also told us they would like FinCEN to provide them with more aggregated data on the usefulness of SARs filed by financial institutions.\(^{108}\) By consistently communicating currently available metrics on the usefulness of BSA reporting to industry, and any metrics later identified by FinCEN’s BSA value study, financial institutions may be able to more fully understand the importance and outcomes of their efforts.\(^{109}\)

---

\(^{106}\) GAO-05-927.

\(^{107}\) GAO-14-704G.

\(^{108}\) Officials from industry associations told us their members preferred routine communications such as the SAR Activity Reviews, which FinCEN used to issue biannually and that included BSA/AML trends, tips, and information on the usefulness of BSA. FinCEN officials said that the SAR Activity Review has been replaced by FinCEN’s advisory program, which issues notices as needed to financial institutions concerning money laundering or terrorist financing threats and vulnerabilities.

\(^{109}\) A Bloomberg BNA report suggests that if law enforcement were to start tracking when SARs are used in criminal investigations by institution, and FinCEN were to track particular institutions for the “hit” rate of their SARs, financial institutions could utilize these metrics to improve their suspicious activity monitoring programs. The report also suggests metrics that financial institutions can track themselves on the usefulness of SARs. For example, financial institutions could track SARs they filed that resulted in account closure and for which they contacted law enforcement—a field on the SAR form. Robert M. Axelrod, *Making SARs More Effective: Broader Based Feedback from Law Enforcement Needed by Financial Institutions*, Bloomberg BNA’s Banking Report (Feb. 5, 2013), accessed May 10, 2018, [https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/finance/us-fas-sar-feedback-bloomberg-032113.pdf](https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/finance/us-fas-sar-feedback-bloomberg-032113.pdf).
FinCEN and Law Enforcement Have Provided Some Feedback to Financial Institutions on Improving BSA Reporting but Only Periodically and on a Small Scale

FinCEN and nearly all of the law enforcement agencies with which we spoke provided some feedback to financial institutions on how to make BSA reports more useful through formal mechanisms (such as conferences and training sessions) and informal relationships. However, institution-specific feedback, which all industry groups said their members preferred, has not been provided on a regular basis and only on a small scale.

Types of Feedback Mechanisms

FinCEN’s feedback mechanisms include a new information exchange program, advisories, and BSAAG. For example:

- **FinCEN Exchange.** On December 4, 2017, FinCEN publicly launched the FinCEN Exchange, a public-private program that brings together law enforcement, FinCEN, and different types of financial institutions to share information to help identify vulnerabilities and disrupt money laundering, terrorist financing, and other financial crimes. As of December 2018, FinCEN convened more than a dozen briefings with law enforcement agencies across the country, involving more than 40 financial institutions. According to Treasury’s 2018 national strategy, the information provided by financial institutions through SARs after the briefings helped FinCEN map and target weapons proliferators, sophisticated global money laundering operations, human trafficking and smuggling rings, and corruption and trade-based money laundering networks, among others. FinCEN officials told us that these exchanges provide a forum in which law enforcement can request specific information and provide information on typologies to financial institutions that allows financial institutions to improve their BSA monitoring and reporting.

- **FinCEN advisories.** FinCEN issues public and nonpublic advisories to financial institutions to help financial institutions better detect and

   110 FinCEN views the FinCEN Exchange program as an enhancement to its support of law enforcement and its advisory role with financial institutions. FinCEN’s website states that the FinCEN Exchange program may use the 314(a) program as part of the process.
report suspicious activity related to a particular risk and related typology.\textsuperscript{111} For example, in October 2018 FinCEN posted an advisory on its website to alert U.S. financial institutions of the increasing risk that proceeds of political corruption from Nicaragua might enter the U.S. financial system.\textsuperscript{112} It also posted an advisory on the Iranian regime’s illicit activities and attempts to exploit the financial system.\textsuperscript{113} These advisories included specific instructions on how to file SARs related to this type of suspicious activity. Some of the industry associations with which we spoke had positive feedback on FinCEN advisories and said they would like to see more red flags and specific guidance to help improve their BSA monitoring programs.

- **BSAAG.** Among its functions, the advisory group serves as a forum for industry, supervisory agencies, and law enforcement to communicate about how law enforcement uses SARs and other BSA data. For example, sometimes law enforcement agencies present specific cases using BSA data or information on money laundering and terrorist financing threats. Many of the industry associations and supervisory agencies with which we spoke cited BSAAG as a useful feedback mechanism. As discussed previously, the advisory group is only open to those invited and not a public forum, so not all financial institutions receive or can provide feedback at these meetings.

- **Law enforcement awards.** FinCEN officials said that annual law enforcement awards ceremonies are one of the mechanisms they use to provide financial institutions with feedback on the usefulness or effectiveness of BSA/AML information. The award ceremonies highlight successful cases utilizing BSA data. FinCEN officials told us that FinCEN also sends thank you letters to the selected financial institutions that provided the underlying financial data used in the awarded cases, publishes overviews of the cases for which law enforcement agencies received awards, and documents nominated cases. FinCEN issues press releases about the winning cases as another way to share information with financial institutions.


Outreach events. FinCEN representatives regularly have participated in outreach events about BSA/AML issues, such as by sharing information at BSA/AML conferences. According to FinCEN officials, the conferences allow FinCEN representatives to both formally (speeches, presentations) and informally (personal interactions) solicit and offer feedback on how financial institutions can improve BSA reporting. Additionally, Treasury reported that its Office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence regularly engages public and private-sector practitioners and leaders, both domestic and international, on money laundering and terrorist financing issues. For example, the office convenes multilateral and bilateral public-private sector dialogues with key jurisdictions and regions to discuss mutual anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing issues of concern.

Representatives from nearly all of the federal law enforcement agencies we interviewed said that they conducted outreach events and developed relationships with financial institutions to solicit and provide feedback on their BSA reports including providing feedback on ways to improve BSA reporting and to enhance BSA compliance by financial institutions.

Conferences. Law enforcement agencies have presented at conferences on BSA/AML topics and host conferences for financial institutions. For example, for more than a decade ICE-HSI, FBI, Secret Service, IRS-CI, and the Drug Enforcement Administration jointly have hosted an annual conference that includes speakers from law enforcement, supervisory agencies, FinCEN, and financial institutions. According to an ICE-HSI official, the intent of the conference is to educate the private financial sector. FBI officials also said they conduct outreach, such as hosting and participating in conferences, and said that this type of outreach reached more than 6,000 people in the last year (as of August 2018).

Briefings and financial institution-specific training. Some law enforcement agencies have their own outreach programs on BSA topics for financial institutions. For example, ICE-HSI has the Cornerstone Outreach Program that began to work with the private sector in 2003 to identify money laundering vulnerabilities in the financial system. The program is to encourage partnerships with the private sector by sharing distinguishing traits or forms of criminal behavior (either crime-centered or person-centered) and methods, and providing training to financial institutions. ICE-HSI officials said they conducted about 300 Cornerstone Outreach presentations in fiscal year 2018. FBI officials also told us they host a couple of meetings annually for financial institutions and sometimes conduct
in institution-specific training upon request, such as on SAR usefulness. FBI officials told us that for the institution-specific SAR trainings, they change the information on the SARs for training purposes and highlight how institutions can improve SAR filings. They also provide some summary-level statistics and work with the financial institution’s SAR teams to train them on trends. They estimated they conduct from about eight to 10 such sessions annually (as of April 2019).

- **Informal relationships with financial institutions.** Officials from nearly all the law enforcement agencies with whom we spoke said they have informal relationships with financial institutions to solicit and provide feedback on their BSA reports.

Most supervisory agencies we interviewed said that they did not provide feedback to financial institutions on the usefulness of their BSA reporting due to factors such as law enforcement being better positioned to provide feedback and SAR confidentiality restrictions. However, CFTC staff noted that their BSA review team communicates the general usefulness of SARs filed by their institutions at conferences and through telephone contacts with the filer after the relevant case is filed. SEC staff told us they do not reach out directly to provide financial institutions specific feedback on the usefulness of SARs, but provide training on what makes a good or bad SAR through routine interaction with the primary securities industry association and presentations at BSAAG. As discussed earlier, some supervisory agencies regard FinCEN and law enforcement as the primary end users of BSA reports, and thus, in a better position to provide feedback to financial institutions on BSA reporting. Additionally, many supervisory agencies told us that it would be helpful if FinCEN and law enforcement could provide more frequent or systematic feedback on financial institutions’ SAR reporting.

**Limitations of Feedback Mechanisms**

Some supervisory agencies, industry associations, and law enforcement agencies with which we spoke identified limitations with some of FinCEN’s feedback mechanisms, including FinCEN Exchange and law enforcement awards. Representatives from all the industry associations we spoke with indicated that financial institutions would like to see more institution-specific feedback on their SARs to improve their monitoring systems and reporting.

**FinCEN Exchange.** Some industry associations appreciated FinCEN’s outreach, but noted that the new FinCEN Exchange program was on a small-scale and industry associations had not been invited to participate
or provide feedback. An official from one industry association said that the association could help identify banks, such as community banks, that could be a good fit for the program. Supervisory agencies also generally said they were not involved in the FinCEN Exchange program. Officials from OCC said that they would like to be involved because they are the primary regulator for many of the financial institutions in the program and thought their participation would add value. Some law enforcement agencies had some concerns about the FinCEN Exchange program, such as private-sector representatives not being properly vetted or the risk of talking about ongoing investigations. For example, officials from ICE-HSI and FBI told us their institution-specific training included only vetted or trusted financial institutions.

FinCEN officials said that they collaborated with regulators on the FinCEN Exchange and solicited feedback on the program from certain industry associations. In addition, FinCEN posts frequently asked questions about the FinCEN Exchange program on its website and encourages feedback from financial institutions on how they can support FinCEN priorities such as information sharing. FinCEN officials said that the FinCEN Exchange is an invitation-based program and that FinCEN vets information received from financial institutions and consults with law enforcement, as appropriate, to convene a briefing. Furthermore, FinCEN’s frequently asked questions about the program note that financial institutions that voluntarily participate in a FinCEN Exchange briefing must adhere to the terms noted in FinCEN’s invitation, including any requirement of confidentiality given the sensitivity of information provided.

Awards. Representatives from CFTC, FBI, and three industry associations with whom we spoke made suggestions for expanding FinCEN’s law enforcement awards and related thank you letter initiatives. For example, CFTC suggested that FinCEN expand the awards program to include civil cases as well as criminal cases. FinCEN officials also told us in April 2019 that they were considering awards for civil cases. Industry associations generally said their member financial institutions appreciated receiving thank you letters, but some noted that there were limitations with these letters. For example, a representative from one industry association said that only a small percentage of financial institutions receive the awards, and representatives from another industry association said that the letters should provide more specific feedback. Two other industry associations said that the confidential nature of SARs makes it difficult to share the success of the financial institution that submitted the reporting. Many law enforcement agencies with which we spoke said that the law enforcement awards were a good idea, and FBI
officials recommended creating awards for the financial institutions as well. FinCEN officials stated that due to SAR confidentiality rules, it cannot publicize awards to financial institutions.

**Institution-specific feedback.** Representatives from all the industry associations with whom we spoke told us, or have publicly stated that financial institutions would like to see more institution-specific feedback on their SARs to improve their monitoring systems and reporting. SAR reporting is labor-intensive for financial institutions because it requires researching and drafting narratives for a SAR filing and justifying cases where a SAR is not filed, according to many industry association representatives. However, many representatives said that financial institutions get little institution-specific feedback on their SAR reporting. We found that while law enforcement conducts some small group briefings that industry associations said were useful, these briefings cover a small number of financial institutions in relation to the size of the U.S. financial industry. ICE-HSI stated that it conducted 302 institution-specific trainings and briefings in fiscal year 2018, and FBI, as discussed previously, estimated it has conducted from about eight to 10 institution-specific SAR reporting trainings annually in relation to the more than 10,000 depository institutions, more than 26,000 money services businesses registered with FinCEN, and almost 4,000 active broker-dealers registered (as of January 2019). The American Bankers Association, Independent Community Bankers of America, and The Clearing House all have issued papers—recommending more institution-specific feedback on financial institution SAR reporting.  

Some industry associations and other stakeholders pointed to international efforts that provided feedback through public-private partnerships. For example, the United Kingdom’s Joint Money Laundering Intelligence Taskforce (joint task force), formally established in May 2016, includes regulators, law enforcement, and more than 40 major United Kingdom and international banks conducting a large proportion of financial activity in the United Kingdom (89 percent of the volume of personal accounts in the United Kingdom). The joint task force has a system in place to routinely convene these partners, including vetted banking representatives, to set AML priorities and share intelligence.

---

114For example, see The Clearing House, A New Paradigm: Redesigning the U.S. AML/CFT Framework to Protect National Security and Aid Law Enforcement (February 2017). The Clearing House owns and operates infrastructure for payment and settlement systems in the United States.
According to the intergovernmental Financial Action Task Force’s (FATF) mutual evaluation report of the United Kingdom, financial institutions involved in the joint task force are required to file SARs for suspicious activity identified through the program, and these SARs are considered to be of high value.\textsuperscript{115} FATF’s report also noted that the joint task force is considered to be best practice in public-private information sharing. According to Treasury’s 2018 national strategy, FinCEN collaborated with the United Kingdom’s joint task force in implementing the FinCEN Exchange program.

In prior work, we reported that FinCEN recognized that financial institutions do not generally see the beneficial impacts of their BSA/AML efforts.\textsuperscript{116} FinCEN, law enforcement, and some industry associations with which we spoke identified challenges in providing institution-specific feedback to financial institutions on the usefulness of their BSA reporting. In addition to the large number of financial institutions in the United States, officials from FinCEN and law enforcement agencies told us that law enforcement cases may be sensitive and time-consuming, and the unauthorized disclosure of SARs or sharing of certain information with financial institutions might compromise ongoing investigations. Two industry associations also identified the confidential nature of SARs as a challenge for FinCEN and law enforcement to provide institution-specific feedback to financial institutions. As we have discussed, FinCEN has been undertaking a study to better understand the value and effectiveness of BSA. In addition, FinCEN and some law enforcement agencies have made efforts to provide some institution-specific feedback through various methods on BSA reporting, but the feedback has been periodic, sometimes only at the request of financial institutions, and provided on a small scale.

\textsuperscript{115}Financial Action Task Force, \textit{Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing Measures: United Kingdom}, Mutual Evaluation Report (Paris, France: December 2018). FATF is an intergovernmental body that sets standards for combating money laundering, financing of terrorism, and other related threats to the integrity of the international financial system. Other examples FATF provides of feedback mechanisms include those of France’s financial intelligence unit, which provides institution-specific feedback (with a focus on the quality of reporting) to financial institutions that submit reports identifying suspicious activity at annual bilateral meetings. FATF also identified Australia’s financial intelligence unit, which provides feedback each quarter to its four largest banks to discuss issues such as reports of suspicious activity.

\textsuperscript{116}GAO-18-213.
FATF standards on information sharing state that anti-money laundering authorities should provide feedback to financial institutions to assist them in complying with anti-money laundering requirements—these mechanisms can include feedback loops, whereby more consistent and more fully explained feedback is provided to the private sector on suspicious transaction reports. FinCEN’s statutory duties also include information sharing with financial institutions in the interest of detection, prevention, and prosecution of terrorism, organized crime, money laundering, and other financial crimes.¹¹⁷ As discussed, other countries have put in place mechanisms (such as the United Kingdom’s joint task force) to provide regular feedback on AML reporting (including SAR-like instruments) to financial institutions representing a large portion of the country’s financial activity. Additional and more regular institution-specific feedback, designed to cover different types of financial institutions and those with significant financial activity, may enhance the U.S. financial industry’s ability to effectively target its efforts to identify suspicious activity and provide quality BSA reporting.

Conclusions

FinCEN, numerous supervisory agencies (covering various financial sectors), and law enforcement agencies are responsible for enforcing the BSA/AML regulatory framework with the end goal of detecting and preventing money laundering and other financial crimes. While these agencies have processes and mechanisms in place to collaborate on key BSA/AML issues, such collaboration and information sharing could be enhanced by additional and more regular involvement of representatives of the futures industry—a complex and unique financial markets sector. Unlike the other key federal supervisory agencies and securities SRO involved in BSA compliance, the primary futures SRO was not consistently included in BSAAG. Thus, FinCEN may be missing opportunities to better understand compliance in the futures industry and the SRO may not be updated on related BSAAG initiatives. The key futures industry association also has had less consistent participation in BSAAG, and although it has been a member of BSAAG in the past, it was not a member concurrently with the futures SRO—thereby, potentially missing opportunities to engage FinCEN and other agencies on BSA issues in futures markets. In addition, by providing NFA with direct access

to BSA data (similar to the access the key securities SRO already has) FinCEN could facilitate NFA oversight and enable it to scope examinations proactively to address BSA risks.

Some federal agencies have taken steps to provide metrics and institution-specific feedback on the usefulness of BSA reporting to industry; however, metrics were not provided regularly and feedback efforts were provided on a small scale. Additionally, challenges to expanding and enhancing metrics and feedback remain (such as those related to measuring the usefulness of BSA reporting, providing feedback to thousands of individual institutions, and the sensitive nature of ongoing law enforcement investigations). FinCEN has an ongoing effort to identify additional measures of the value and usefulness of BSA reporting, which is expected to be completed at the end of 2019. But opportunities exist to enhance feedback and reporting before that date and in general. For example, in the interim FinCEN routinely could communicate currently available metrics on usefulness to help financial institutions more fully understand the importance and value of their efforts to report BSA-related information. Furthermore, with today’s rapidly changing financial markets and potential changes to money laundering risks, it is important that FinCEN and federal agencies take steps to provide institution-specific feedback—while keeping in mind any confidentiality concerns—to cover different types of financial institutions and those with significant financial activity. Increasing the feedback on BSA reporting could help make the BSA reporting of financial institutions more targeted and effective and enhance collaboration among key stakeholders in U.S efforts to combat illicit financial crime.

Recommendations for Executive Action

We are making the following four recommendations to FinCEN:

The Director of FinCEN, after consulting with CFTC, should consider prioritizing the inclusion of the primary SRO conducting BSA examinations in the futures industry in the Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group (BSAAG) on a more consistent basis and also making the primary futures industry association a concurrent member. (Recommendation 1)

The Director of FinCEN, after consulting with CFTC, should take steps to explore providing direct BSA data access to NFA. (Recommendation 2)
The Director of FinCEN should review options for FinCEN to more consistently and publicly provide summary data on the usefulness of BSA reporting. This review could either be concurrent with FinCEN’s BSA value study or through another method. (Recommendation 3)

The Director of FinCEN should review options for establishing a mechanism through which law enforcement agencies may provide regular and institution-specific feedback on BSA reporting. Options should take into consideration providing such feedback to cover different types of financial institutions and those with significant financial activity. This review could either be part of FinCEN’s BSA value study or through another method. (Recommendation 4)

Agency Comments and Our Evaluation

We provided a draft of this report to Treasury/FinCEN, CFTC, NCUA, DHS, DOJ, the Federal Reserve, FDIC, IRS, OCC, and SEC for their review and comment. FinCEN, CFTC, and NCUA provided written comments, which are reproduced in appendixes IV, V, and VI. FinCEN, DHS, the Federal Reserve, FDIC, OCC, and SEC provided technical comments on the draft report, which we incorporated as appropriate. In emails, DOJ and IRS audit liaisons stated that the agencies did not have any formal or technical comments.

In its written response, FinCEN concurred with one recommendation, disagreed with two, and agreed with the spirit of one recommendation but noted some concerns. Specifically, FinCEN concurred with the recommendation that FinCEN more consistently and publicly provide summary data on the usefulness of BSA reporting (Recommendation 3). FinCEN disagreed with the draft report’s recommendation that FinCEN, after consulting with CFTC, should ensure that the primary SRO conducting BSA examinations in the futures industry is a regular member of BSAAG and also should consider making the primary futures industry association a concurrent member (Recommendation 1). FinCEN’s written response stated that while the primary futures SRO presently is a BSAAG member, only federal agencies are considered permanent members, and FinCEN will not make future membership commitments to any specific SRO or any other nonfederal organization. As such, we modified the recommendation to give FinCEN more flexibility to address the issues that prompted our recommendation. We continue to believe that prioritizing futures representation in BSAAG to be consistent with securities industry representation would help FinCEN better understand
BSA compliance in the futures industry and keep the futures industry updated on related BSAAG initiatives. As noted in the report, the primary securities SRO has been a member of BSAAG since 2008 and a key securities industry association has been a concurrent member.

FinCEN disagreed with the recommendation that FinCEN, after consulting with CFTC, explore providing direct BSA data access to NFA (Recommendation 2) because FinCEN said it has not received a request from CFTC or NFA to engage on this matter. FinCEN also said it would review any future request for direct access in accordance with established procedures, stating it must ensure that proper controls are in place and that direct access to the BSA database is limited to those who truly need it. As discussed in our report, CFTC stated that NFA’s direct access to BSA data would enhance NFA’s ability to scope and perform BSA/AML examinations, and to use BSA data more extensively and more frequently to perform its functions, including conducting the majority of BSA examinations for the futures industry. NFA representatives also told us they welcomed a discussion with CFTC and FinCEN on the benefits and drawbacks of having direct access to BSA data. We continue to believe the recommendation is valid as it provides FinCEN flexibility to explore providing NFA data access and would not preclude FinCEN from ensuring that NFA had proper controls in place.

In its written responses, FinCEN neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation that FinCEN review options for establishing a mechanism through which law enforcement agencies may provide regular and institution-specific feedback on BSA reporting (Recommendation 4). FinCEN said it agreed with the spirit of this recommendation—that law enforcement feedback on the value and usefulness of BSA information is important—and stated that FinCEN regularly takes necessary steps to review options for establishing additional mechanisms through which law enforcement agencies can provide regular feedback. FinCEN also stated that it provides a consolidated view of law enforcement feedback as well as feedback on the value and usefulness of institution-specific BSA information. However, as discussed in the report, we found that the current institution-specific feedback mechanisms were not occurring on a regular basis or were on a relatively small scale. In its response, FinCEN also noted that unless mandated by Congress, law enforcement feedback will be voluntary and that FinCEN cannot compel law enforcement compliance with feedback initiatives. We continue to believe the recommendation is valid as it allows FinCEN flexibility in reviewing options for establishing a mechanism through which law enforcement may choose to provide regular feedback to reach a larger number of
financial institutions from diverse industries, without requiring FinCEN to compel law enforcement agencies to participate.

In its written responses, CFTC agreed with all our recommendations. In particular, CFTC agreed that the primary futures SRO should be a regular member of BSAAG (Recommendation 1). CFTC added that FinCEN should consider making another futures SRO a concurrent member. In a later discussion, a CFTC Assistant General Counsel said that, in general, CFTC would like to see more futures participation in BSAAG, including SROs and industry associations. CFTC also agreed with our recommendation that the Director of FinCEN, after consulting with CFTC, explore providing NFA direct access to BSA data (Recommendation 2). In its written response, NCUA also agreed with all of our recommendations, which it stated would enhance coordination and collaboration and increase visibility about the value of BSA reporting requirements.

As agreed with your office, unless you publicly announce the contents of this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 30 days from the report date. At that time, we will send copies of this report to the appropriate congressional committees, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Attorney General, the Acting Secretary of Homeland Security, the Commissioner of IRS, the Chairman of CFTC, the Chairman of FDIC, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve, the Chairman of NCUA, the Comptroller of the Currency, the Chairman of SEC, and other interested parties. This report will also be available at no charge on our website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-8678 or ClementsM@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made key contributions to this report are listed in appendix VII.

Sincerely yours,

Michael E. Clements
Director,
Financial Markets and Community Investment
Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and Methodology

The objectives of this report were to: (1) describe how the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and supervisory agencies supervise, examine for, and enforce Bank Secrecy Act and related anti-money laundering requirements (collectively, BSA/AML) compliance; (2) discuss how FinCEN, supervisory agencies, and law enforcement collaborated on implementing and enforcing BSA/AML requirements; and (3) examine the extent to which FinCEN, supervisory agencies, and law enforcement established metrics and provided feedback to financial institutions on the usefulness of their BSA reporting.

For this report, we identified the key agencies and entities, including FinCEN, a bureau in the Department of the Treasury (Treasury), which is responsible for the administration of BSA, and the supervisory agencies that oversee BSA compliance. The supervisory agencies include the federal banking regulators—Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve), National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)—as well as the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), and
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Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).\(^1\) Self-regulatory organizations (SRO) for the securities and futures industries—including the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) and National Futures Association (NFA)—also have BSA/AML responsibilities and conduct BSA examinations of their members.\(^2\) The Department of Justice may pursue investigations and prosecutions of financial institutions and individuals for both civil and criminal violations of BSA/AML regulations.

To address the first objective, we reviewed relevant laws—including the Bank Secrecy Act, its related statutes, and key provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act—regulations, and agency documentation.\(^3\) To better understand how supervisory agencies conduct their examinations, we reviewed the following BSA/AML examination manuals: the 2014 BSA/AML Examination Manual, developed by the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC); the Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering Examination Manual for Money Services Business (developed by FinCEN and IRS); and SEC’s nonpublic manual and futures SROs nonpublic examination procedures. We reviewed and

---

\(^1\)Under FinCEN regulation, a “federal functional regulator” is defined as the Federal Reserve, OCC, FDIC, NCUA, SEC, or CFTC. 31 C.F.R. § 1010.100(r). We collectively refer to these agencies and the Internal Revenue Service as supervisory agencies and focus on them because they are tasked with ensuring their supervised institutions meet their obligations under BSA laws and regulations. We use federal banking regulators to collectively refer to the regulators of depository institutions (federally insured banks, thrifts, and credit unions)—OCC, Federal Reserve, FDIC, and NCUA. Although the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has supervisory and enforcement authority under federal consumer financial law for certain entities, including large banks and certain nondepository institutions, we did not include the agency with the federal banking regulators because it does not examine for compliance with or enforce BSA. See 12 U.S.C. §§ 5514, 5515. FinCEN issued a final rule in 2014 that defines Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac as financial institutions for certain purposes and requires that each implement an anti-money laundering program and report suspicious activities. We did not include the Federal Housing Finance Agency (the safety and soundness regulator for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac) in this review due to the more limited scope of its BSA oversight activities. For a recent report on this issue, see Federal Housing Finance Agency Office of Inspector General, FHFA Should Re-evaluate and Revise Fraud Reporting by the Enterprises to Enhance its Utility, EVL-2018-004 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 24, 2018).

\(^2\)SROs are nongovernmental entities that regulate their members through the adoption and enforcement of rules governing business conduct.

analyzed data from FinCEN summary reports on the examination and enforcement activities of supervisory agencies for fiscal years 2015 through 2018 (second quarter), which were the most recent data available at the time of our analysis.\footnote{This analysis can be found in appendix II. We began our analysis with fiscal year 2015 data because it was the first full year that incorporated the changes made with the publication of the 2014 FFIEC BSA/AML manual.}

We also reviewed FinCEN’s enforcement actions for this time period as provided on its website, to identify the number and types of financial institutions, and the number of concurrent actions FinCEN brought jointly with a regulator. We also reviewed and analyzed FinCEN referral data from January 1, 2015, to September 25, 2018. Referrals are potential BSA violations or deficiencies referred by supervisory agencies, the Department of Justice, or state regulators. We assessed the reliability of the FinCEN summary report data and referral data by reviewing documentation related to these datasets, interviewing knowledgeable officials, and conducting manual data testing for missing data, outliers, and obvious errors. We determined the data to be sufficiently reliable for reporting on supervisory agency, SRO, and FinCEN BSA/AML compliance and enforcement activities. For this and our other objectives, we interviewed officials at Treasury’s Office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence and FinCEN, the other supervisory agencies, and two SROs—FINRA and NFA.

To address the second objective, we judgmentally selected six law enforcement agencies based on their (1) focus on financial crimes, (2) role in investigating or prosecuting recent large criminal cases we selected involving financial institutions with BSA violations, (3) participation in FinCEN’s liaison program, and (4) identification by FinCEN as a key user of BSA data. We selected the following law enforcement agencies: the Criminal Division (Money Laundering and Asset Recovery Section), the U.S. Attorney’s Offices (through the Executive Office for United States Attorneys), and the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the Department of Justice; IRS Criminal Investigation in the Department of Treasury; and U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement-Homeland Security Investigations and the U.S. Secret
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Service in the Department of Homeland Security. The views of selected law enforcement agencies are not generalizable.

To identify key collaborative mechanisms used to implement BSA/AML responsibilities, we reviewed agency documentation (such as strategic plans, national strategies, and risk assessments) and prior GAO reports that contained discussions of collaborative mechanisms, and we interviewed agency officials from FinCEN, supervisory agencies, SROs, and selected law enforcement agencies. We obtained agency documentation and data related to the identified collaboration mechanisms and interviewed officials from FinCEN, supervisory agencies, and selected law enforcement agencies for their perspectives on these efforts. We compared agencies’ collaboration efforts to criteria in federal internal control standards on management communication.

To gain further insight into the collaboration process, we also reviewed documentation on three criminal cases involving BSA/AML violations by financial institutions to illustrate how law enforcement investigates and prosecutes BSA violations and coordinates with FinCEN and other supervisory agencies. We selected the cases on the basis of recent occurrence (calendar year 2017 or 2018) and on their having involved criminal violations of BSA by financial institutions, required coordination on penalties among multiple supervisory agencies and law enforcement, and resulted in a large monetary penalty. While not generalizable, the cases helped provide additional context for our review. To obtain additional perspectives on the effectiveness of BSA/AML collaboration processes, we interviewed representatives of seven selected industry associations based on their published work and relevant experience and

---

5Throughout this report, we refer to these organizations collectively as “law enforcement agencies.” To obtain perspectives from U.S. Attorney’s Offices—of which there are 93 in the United States, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and the Northern Mariana Islands—we interviewed officials from the Executive Office for United States Attorneys, who obtained information on our behalf from seven U.S. Attorney’s Offices involved in BSA-related prosecutions, including those offices involved in the three selected cases—the Southern District of California, District of Massachusetts, and Southern District of New York. Representatives of the following U.S. Attorneys’ Offices were also consulted: Eastern District of California, Northern District of Texas, District of Columbia, and Eastern District of New York. The Executive Office for United States Attorneys provides executive and administrative support for the 93 U.S. Attorney’s Offices.


7See appendix III for a discussion of the three selected cases.
for coverage of key financial industries (banking, securities, futures, and the money services business). While not generalizable, these interviews helped provide context for how industry views the effectiveness of BSA/AML collaboration efforts.

For the third objective, we reviewed agency documentation and data on metrics related to BSA reporting and feedback mechanisms that FinCEN, the supervisory agencies, or the six selected law enforcement agencies had established. Key documents we reviewed included Treasury’s most recent strategic plan, national strategy for combating illicit financing, and related risk assessments. For all agencies we interviewed, we requested any available metrics. We reviewed agency websites, annual reports, and recently published speeches and testimonies on BSA/AML-related topics to identify any metrics. We also requested and reviewed contract documentation from FinCEN, such as the performance work statement for a study that FinCEN commissioned on how to establish metrics for and identify the value of BSA data. We compared metrics on the usefulness of BSA and how they were communicated against key criteria for enhancing or facilitating the use of performance metrics that GAO previously identified and federal internal control standards on management communication.

For feedback mechanisms, we obtained documentation on any steps FinCEN, supervisory agencies, or the selected law enforcement agencies took to provide feedback on BSA reporting to financial institutions and we interviewed agency representatives on these efforts. The documents we


9The study (which began in January 2019) is to include identification of common attributes of BSA value among stakeholders; how to use available data to establish metrics for evaluating and calculating the value of BSA; identification of gaps in data and other information needed to measure the value of BSA reporting; and proposal of actions to improve FinCEN’s ability to identify, track, and measure the value of BSA reporting.

10GAO, Managing for Results: Enhancing Agency Use of Performance Information for Management Decision Making, GAO-05-927 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 9, 2005); and GAO-14-704G.
reviewed included those identified above related to metrics, as well as agency advisories, guidance, and rulemaking. We compared the feedback efforts against Treasury’s information-sharing statutory duties and strategic plan, and international anti-money laundering standards and guidance. To gain industry perspectives on the usefulness of BSA reporting and on feedback received from FinCEN, supervisory agencies, and law enforcement, we conducted seven interviews with the selected industry associations. While not generalizable, the interviews helped provide context for financial industry perspectives on BSA/AML reporting and feedback.

We conducted this performance audit from February 2018 to August 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

Appendix II: Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering Violation, Examination, and Enforcement Action Data

As part of its oversight of supervisory agencies, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) routinely collects data from supervisory agencies as established in information-sharing memorandums of understanding (MOU). The MOUs establish that supervisory agencies should provide FinCEN with examination data such as the number of Bank Secrecy Act/anti-money laundering (BSA/AML) violations, informal actions, and formal enforcement actions (on a quarterly basis). Finally, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) told us it has MOUs with some state regulators to obtain state examinations, which IRS officials said help to identify issues among and plan examinations of money services businesses and determine if the businesses had addressed prior deficiencies.

The following sections provide more information on each supervisory agency’s (1) examinations, (2) violations, and (3) enforcement actions. Also see appendix I for more information on the types of data we collected for each agency and any data limitations.

Banking Regulators

From fiscal year 2015 to the second quarter of fiscal year 2018, the most common BSA violations cited by the federal banking regulators were violations of requirements to report suspicious activities, 314(a) information-sharing requirements, rules for filing of reports, BSA training,
and a system of internal controls.¹ For example, regulators could cite a violation if a financial institution failed to file a required suspicious activity report (SAR), failed to file a SAR in a timely manner, or failed to maintain confidentiality of SARs.² Violations of internal controls include a financial institution failing to establish a system of internal controls to ensure ongoing compliance, including staff adherence to the financial institution’s BSA/AML policies.³

From fiscal year 2015 to 2018 (second quarter), the federal banking regulators cited thousands of violations (11,752) and brought 116 formal enforcement actions (see table 7). The number of informal enforcement actions compared to the number of formal enforcement actions varied by banking regulator. For example, in fiscal year 2017 the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) brought 1,077 informal enforcement actions and no formal enforcement actions. In the same period, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) brought two informal enforcement actions and six formal enforcement actions.⁴

Table 7a: Number of BSA Examinations, Violations, and Enforcement Actions Taken by Federal Banking Regulators, FY 2015–2018 (Q1+Q2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of examinations¹</th>
<th>FY 2015</th>
<th>FY 2016</th>
<th>FY 2017</th>
<th>FY 2018 (Q1-Q2)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDIC</td>
<td>2,060</td>
<td>1,859</td>
<td>1,781</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>6,526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Reserve</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>654</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>2,290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹The top violations provided were combined for all the federal banking regulators, and may not be the top violations for individual banking regulators. For example, NCUA cited the majority of 314(a) information-sharing violations, which include a financial institution failing to expeditiously search its records after receiving an information request from FinCEN based on credible evidence concerning money laundering. FinCEN established the 314(a) Program in 2002 through the issuance of a final rule, primarily codified as amended in 31 C.F.R. pt. 1010, sbpt. E.

²See 31 C.F.R. §1020.320; 12 C.F.R. §§ 21.11; 163.180(d) (OCC); 208.62, 211.5(k), 211.24(f), 225.4(f) (Board of Governors); Prt. 353 (FDIC); 748.1(c) (NCUA).

³See 31 C.F.R. § 1020.210(b)(1).

⁴NCUA counts each BSA violation in a Document of Resolution as an informal action. A Document of Resolution outlines the problem(s) identified and corrective action plan(s) that represent agreements reached with officials to correct problems of the highest priority and concern arising from the NCUA examination or supervision contact. The other federal banking regulators cite informal or formal actions when there is a lack of adequate institution response to a serious concern that demands immediate response or certain legal standard(s) are triggered.
### Table 7: Number of BSA Examinations, Violations, and Enforcement Actions Taken by Federal Banking Regulators, FY 2015–2018 (Q1+Q2)

#### Number of examinations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulator</th>
<th>FY 2015</th>
<th>FY 2016</th>
<th>FY 2017</th>
<th>FY 2018 (Q1-Q2)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCUA</td>
<td>4,699</td>
<td>4,402</td>
<td>3,647</td>
<td>1,827</td>
<td>14,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>1,376</td>
<td>1,189</td>
<td>1,366</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>4,479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8,802</td>
<td>8,104</td>
<td>7,429</td>
<td>3,535</td>
<td>27,870</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Number of violations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulator</th>
<th>FY 2015</th>
<th>FY 2016</th>
<th>FY 2017</th>
<th>FY 2018 (Q1-Q2)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDIC</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>2,501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCUA</td>
<td>2,622</td>
<td>2,636</td>
<td>2,181</td>
<td>1,038</td>
<td>8,477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,652</td>
<td>3,588</td>
<td>3,071</td>
<td>1,441</td>
<td>11,752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Number of informal enforcement actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulator</th>
<th>FY 2015</th>
<th>FY 2016</th>
<th>FY 2017</th>
<th>FY 2018 (Q1-Q2)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDIC</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCUA</td>
<td>1,506</td>
<td>1,522</td>
<td>1,077</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>4,588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,557</td>
<td>1,563</td>
<td>1,116</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>4,743</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Number of formal enforcement actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulator</th>
<th>FY 2015</th>
<th>FY 2016</th>
<th>FY 2017</th>
<th>FY 2018 (Q1-Q2)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDIC</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCUA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix II: Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering Violation, Examination, and Enforcement Action Data

Legend: BSA = Bank Secrecy Act; FDIC = Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; Federal Reserve = Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System; FY = fiscal year; NCUA = National Credit Union Administration; OCC = Office of the Comptroller of the Currency; and Q = quarter.

Source: GAO analysis of FinCEN and federal banking regulator data. | GAO-19-582

*This includes examinations conducted both in and outside the agency’s established examination cycle.

b An informal enforcement action may be used to correct significant deficiencies or violations of law. Examples are corrective measures under board resolutions or a memorandum of understanding. Informal enforcement actions generally are non-public.

c NCUA counts each BSA violation in a Document of Resolution as an informal action. A Document of Resolution outlines the problem(s) identified and corrective action plan(s) that represent agreements reached with officials to correct problems of the highest priority and concern arising from the NCUA examination or supervision contact. The other federal banking regulators generally cite informal or formal actions when there is a lack of adequate institution response to a serious concern that demands immediate response or certain legal standard(s) are triggered.

d A formal enforcement action is used to compel a bank to address egregious violations of the law. Examples are cease and desist orders and civil money penalties. Formal enforcement actions generally are public.

Securities Regulators

SEC and its SROs took 71 formal enforcement actions against broker-dealers from fiscal year 2015 through the second quarter of fiscal year 2018 (see table 8). FINRA took the majority of enforcement actions against broker-dealers. From fiscal year 2015 to the second quarter of fiscal year 2018, SEC and the SROs for broker-dealers most frequently cited violations of FINRA AML program rules. They included violations of policies and procedures relating to reporting suspicious activity, internal controls, and annual independent testing, as well as BSA violations of AML program requirements for brokers or dealers and customer identification programs for brokers or dealers.5

Table 8a: Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering (BSA/AML) Examinations of Broker-Dealers by Securities Regulators, Fiscal Years 2015–2018 (Q1+Q2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of examinations</th>
<th>Examined Entity</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>Broker-dealers</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINRA and other SROs²</td>
<td>Broker-dealers</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>1,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>837</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>2,227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8b: Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering (BSA/AML) Examinations of Broker-Dealers by Securities Regulators, Fiscal Years 2015–2018 (Q1+Q2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of firms with violations</th>
<th>Examined Entity</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Appendix II: Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering Violation, Examination, and Enforcement Action Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of firms with violations</th>
<th>Examined Entity</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>Broker-dealers</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINRA and other SROs</td>
<td>Broker-dealers</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>262</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>793</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8c: Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering (BSA/AML) Examinations of Broker-Dealers by Securities Regulators, Fiscal Years 2015–2018 (Q1+Q2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of formal enforcement actions</th>
<th>Examined Entity</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>Broker-dealers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINRA and other SROs</td>
<td>Broker-dealers</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: FINRA = Financial Industry Regulatory Authority; SEC = Securities and Exchange Commission; SRO = self-regulatory organization.
Source: GAO analysis of SEC data.

FINRA conducts the majority of BSA/AML examinations of broker-dealers. It conducts examinations of its own member firms—which covers the majority of broker-dealer firms—and has regulatory service agreements with most of the other securities SROs to conduct their examinations for them. FINRA numbers are representative of examinations conducted by FINRA of FINRA members.

Futures Regulators

From fiscal year 2015 to the second quarter of fiscal year 2018, the National Futures Association (NFA) cited all BSA/AML violations, and took all informal and formal enforcement actions for BSA/AML deficiencies for the futures industry (see table 9). The violations NFA most commonly cited were against introducing brokers and fell under its AML program rules that related to policies and procedures for internal controls, training, and annual independent testing, and BSA requirements for AML programs and customer identification programs. The CME Group did not cite any futures commission merchants for violations during this period. In response to violations, NFA brought almost 200 informal enforcement actions and a few (10) formal enforcement actions over the period of our review. For example, in 2017 NFA took 64 informal and four formal enforcement actions.

As of September 30, 2018, NFA supervised 1,160 introducing brokers and 20 futures commission merchants, and CME Group was responsible for 44 futures commission merchants.
Table 9a: BSA/AML Examinations by Futures Regulators, Fiscal Years 2015–2018 (Q1+Q2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CME Group</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9b: BSA/AML Examinations by Futures Regulators, Fiscal Years 2015–2018 (Q1+Q2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CME Group</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9c: BSA/AML Examinations by Futures Regulators, Fiscal Years 2015–2018 (Q1+Q2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CME Group</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9d: BSA/AML Examinations by Futures Regulators, Fiscal Years 2015–2018 (Q1+Q2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CME Group</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: AML = Anti-money laundering; BSA = Bank Secrecy Act; NFA = National Futures Association; Q = quarter.

Source: GAO analysis of CFTC data.

Internal Revenue Service

IRS referred more than 100 cases to FinCEN from fiscal year 2015 through the second quarter of 2018 and issued letter 1112s to thousands of institutions, which contain a summary of examination findings and recommendations to the institution for corrective action (see table 10).
Table 10: Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) Examinations and Actions by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), Fiscal Years 2015–2018 (Quarter 1 + Quarter 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018 (Q1+Q2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of BSA examinations</td>
<td>8,327</td>
<td>7,148</td>
<td>4,986</td>
<td>2,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of BSA violations</td>
<td>23,214</td>
<td>17,316</td>
<td>34,261</td>
<td>9,447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of institutions issued a letter 1112</td>
<td>4,829</td>
<td>4,375</td>
<td>3,361</td>
<td>1,435</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of IRS data.  

A letter 1112 is a letter of noncompliance with a summary of examination findings and recommendations to the institution, which also includes an acceptance statement for the institution to sign.

From fiscal year 2015 to the second quarter of fiscal year 2018, the most common violations cited by IRS fell under general AML program requirements for money services businesses, which require such businesses to develop, implement, and maintain an effective AML program (one designed to prevent a business from being used to facilitate money laundering and the financing of terrorist activities). AML program requirements have several subcomponent violations. Among the most commonly cited subcomponent violations were those related to overall program deficiencies; policies, procedures, and internal controls; training of appropriate personnel to identify suspicious transactions; and providing for independent testing of the AML program.

When citing AML violations for money services businesses, IRS cites an overall AML program violation, then also cites the appropriate subcomponent violation (such as training, independent testing, or internal controls).
Appendix III: Selected Criminal Cases Involving Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering Violations by Financial Institutions

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and supervisory agencies may be asked to provide information as part of law enforcement investigations and can take parallel, but separate, enforcement actions against the same institutions to address Bank Secrecy Act/anti-money laundering (BSA/AML) concerns. FinCEN and supervisory agencies may refer potential violations of a criminal nature an appropriate federal law enforcement agency or to the Department of Justice (DOJ)—and within DOJ, the U.S. Attorney’s Office—and may be asked to assist law enforcement investigations. For example, supervisory agencies may be asked to interpret financial institution documents or serve as expert witnesses and records custodians in a trial. FinCEN, supervisory agencies, and law enforcement agencies have conducted parallel civil and criminal investigations. Federal law enforcement and supervisory agency officials have told us that such investigations should remain separate and independent.¹

We selected three recent cases in which FinCEN, supervisory agencies, and law enforcement collaborated to conduct parallel investigations and took concurrent but separate civil and criminal BSA enforcement actions.² Officials with whom we spoke from agencies that were involved in these cases said the agencies coordinated with each other (for example, by


²The selected cases were all recent (calendar year 2017 or 2018), involved institutional or criminal violations of BSA, were investigated by multiple supervisory agencies and law enforcement, and resulted in notable financial penalties.
establishing liaison positions, scheduling regular conference calls, and coordinating on global settlements).

- **Rabobank National Association (Rabobank).** On February 7, 2018, DOJ and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) both announced actions against Rabobank for deficiencies in its BSA/AML compliance program and obstruction of the primary regulator (OCC).\(^3\) DOJ announced that Rabobank pleaded guilty to a felony conspiracy charge for impairing, impeding, and obstructing its primary regulator OCC by concealing deficiencies in its AML program and for obstructing OCC’s examination of Rabobank. The bank agreed to forfeit $368,701,259 for allowing illicit funds to be processed through the bank without adequate BSA/AML review and OCC issued a $50 million civil money penalty against Rabobank for deficiencies in its BSA/AML compliance program. DOJ’s Money Laundering and Asset Recovery Section Bank Integrity Unit, the U.S. Attorney’s Office of the Southern District of California, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement-Homeland Security Investigations (ICE-HSI) within the Department of Homeland Security, Internal Revenue Service Criminal Investigation (IRS-CI), and the Financial Investigations and Border Crimes Task Force conducted the criminal investigation.\(^4\) The investigation occurred in parallel with OCC’s regulatory investigation and the investigation by FinCEN’s Enforcement Division.\(^5\) OCC officials told us they collaborated extensively with other agencies over a 4-year period, participated in numerous calls and meetings, and provided law enforcement with examination information and access to OCC examiners for interviews. Officials from the U.S. Attorney’s Office of the Southern District of California said that a practice they found helpful in this case was establishing a liaison with the agencies involved. The liaisons allowed the different parties to share

---


\(^4\)The Financial Investigations and Border Crimes Task Force is a multiagency task force based in San Diego and Imperial Counties in California.

\(^5\)According to FinCEN officials, FinCEN decided not to proceed with a separate action for several reasons, including a determination that its AML interests were fully vindicated by the criminal case and OCC penalty action and that the criminal case and OCC penalty action involved not only violations of the BSA, but also charges that Rabobank obstructed an OCC examination. In reaching the decision not to pursue a separate action, FinCEN officials said they coordinated with the other agencies involved.
information effectively, provided access to data as needed, and responded to questions in a timely manner.

- **U.S. Bancorp.** On February 15, 2018, DOJ, OCC, and FinCEN announced actions against U.S. Bancorp and its subsidiary U.S. Bank, N.A., for violations of several provisions of BSA, including an inadequate BSA/AML program and failure to file suspicious activity reports (SAR) and currency transaction reports (CTR).

  Under a deferred prosecution agreement with the U.S. Attorney’s Office of the Southern District of New York, U.S. Bancorp and its subsidiary agreed to pay $528 million for BSA violations and agreed to continue to reform its AML program. Of the $528 million, $75 million was satisfied by a penalty paid to the Department of the Treasury as part of OCC’s civil money penalty assessment, which cited the bank in a 2015 consent order for failure to adopt and implement a program that covered required BSA/AML program elements. FinCEN also reached an agreement with U.S. Bank to resolve related regulatory actions, which required U.S. Bank to pay an additional $70 million for civil violations of the BSA. On the same day as the FinCEN agreement, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve) imposed a $15 million penalty against U.S. Bancorp for deficiencies (including BSA violations) related to the bank under its supervision.

  According to officials from the U.S. Attorney’s Office of the Southern District of New York, their office, OCC, FinCEN and the Federal Reserve coordinated the terms of their respective resolutions to avoid the unnecessary imposition of duplicative penalties. OCC officials told us that the U.S. Attorney’s Office of the Southern District of New York contacted them to obtain additional information about its examination conclusions that supported OCC’s 2015 cease and desist order. OCC provided examination documents and information to the U.S. Attorney’s Office of the Southern District of New York for 2 years, including making OCC examiners available for interviews with the U.S. Attorney’s Office personnel and to answer follow-up inquiries.

---


Federal Reserve officials said they coordinated in the U.S. Bancorp case through a global resolution with the firm.

- **Banamex.** In May 2017, Banamex admitted to criminal violations and entered into a non-prosecution agreement, which included an agreement to forfeit $97.44 million. The bank also admitted that it should have improved its monitoring of money services businesses' remittances, but failed to do so. The investigation was conducted by the Bank Integrity Unit of DOJ’s Money Laundering and Asset Recovery Section, U.S. Attorney’s Office of the District of Massachusetts, IRS-CI, Drug Enforcement Administration, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (FDIC) Office of Inspector General. The agencies consulted on a general level, but the agencies’ investigations were at all times kept separate from the criminal investigation. In July 2015, FDIC and the California Department of Business Oversight assessed civil money penalties against Banamex requiring a total payment of $140 million to resolve separate BSA regulatory investigations. In February 2017, FDIC also announced enforcement actions against four former senior bank executives relating to BSA violations. IRS-CI officials stated that involvement by the Bank Integrity Unit of DOJ’s Money Laundering and Asset Recovery Section in financial institution investigations is extremely helpful as the unit bring a wealth of knowledge and resources. DOJ officials told us there was close collaboration between all agencies involved. DOJ officials said that all agencies had meetings frequently and created a liaison position to encourage interagency collaboration as the case progressed.

In May 2018, DOJ issued a new policy to encourage coordination among DOJ and supervisory agencies during corporate investigations. In a May 2018 speech, the DOJ Deputy Attorney General identified the Securities and Exchange Commission, Commodity Futures Trading Commission, Federal Reserve, FDIC, OCC, and the Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control as agencies with which DOJ works to be better able to detect sophisticated financial fraud schemes and deploy adequate penalties and remedies to ensure market integrity. He noted that many federal, state, local, and foreign authorities that work with DOJ

---


were interested in further coordination with DOJ.\textsuperscript{10} DOJ’s new policy encourages coordination and consideration of the amount of fines, penalties, or forfeiture paid among DOJ components and other law enforcement or other federal, state, local, or foreign enforcement authorities seeking to resolve a case with a company for the same misconduct.\textsuperscript{11} Similarly, in June 2018, the Federal Reserve, FDIC, and OCC issued a joint statement on coordination among federal banking agencies during formal enforcement actions.\textsuperscript{12}


\textsuperscript{12}Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Policy Statement on Interagency Notification of Formal Enforcement Actions, 83 Fed. Reg. 27371 (June 12, 2018). The statement provides that when a federal banking agency determines it will take a formal enforcement action, it should evaluate whether the enforcement action involves the interests of another agency and, if so, the agency proposing the enforcement action should notify the other agency. If two or more agencies consider bringing a complementary action, they should coordinate the preparation, processing, presentation, potential penalties, service, and follow-up of the enforcement action.
Appendix IV: Comments from the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
U.S. Department of the Treasury

Office of the Director
Washington, D.C. 20220

July 12, 2019

Michael Clements
Director
Financial Markets and Community Investment
United States Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Clements:

Thank you for providing the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) the opportunity to review the Government Accountability Office (GAO) report, “Bank Secrecy Act, Agencies and Financial Institutions Share Information but Metrics and Feedback Not Regularly Provided (GAO-19-582).” FinCEN supports your objective to improve the use of metrics and regularly provide institution-specific feedback to more financial institutions on their Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) reporting. We expect the ongoing BSA Value Study highlighted in your report to provide suggestions in this regard. Nevertheless, FinCEN has concerns with recommendations one, two, and four for the following reasons. FinCEN concurs with recommendation three.

Recommendation One: The Director of FinCEN, after consulting with CFTC (Commodity Futures Trading Association), should ensure that the primary SRO (Self-Regulatory Organization) conducting BSA examinations in the futures industry is a regular member of the Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group (BSAAG) and also should consider making the primary futures industry association a concurrent member.

FinCEN’s Concerns: FinCEN disagrees with this recommendation. While the primary futures SRO is presently a member of the BSAAG, only Federal agencies are considered permanent members, and FinCEN will not make future membership commitments to any specific SRO or any other non-federal organization. As noted in the annual public solicitation for nominations for BSAAG membership, in making selections, FinCEN seeks to complement current BSAAG members in terms of affiliation, industry, and geographic representation. Organizations nominated for BSAAG membership must be willing and able to devote the necessary personnel time and effort. In the event that a SRO or industry association submits a future nomination to join, or renew participation in, the BSAAG, FinCEN would review such a future request as a part of review of the total nominations received.

Recommendation Two: The Director of FinCEN, after consulting with CFTC, should take steps to explore providing direct BSA data access to NFA (National Futures Association).
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FinCEN’s Concerns: FinCEN disagrees with this recommendation as we have not received a request from the CFTC or the NFA to engage on this matter. FinCEN would review any future request for direct access in accordance with established procedures. FinCEN’s data access Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the CFTC includes a provision that provides futures industry SROs, including the NFA, indirect access to BSA data for supervisory purposes. The NFA and other futures industry SROs can obtain BSA data from the CFTC on an as needed basis. FinCEN is responsible for safeguarding the BSA database from misuse. FinCEN must ensure that proper controls are in place and that direct access to the BSA database is limited to those who truly need it.

Recommendation Four: The Director of FinCEN should review options for establishing a mechanism through which law enforcement agencies may provide regular and institution-specific feedback on BSA reporting. Options should take into consideration providing such feedback to cover different types of financial institutions and those with significant financial activity. This review could either be part of FinCEN’s BSA value study or through another method.

FinCEN’s Concerns: FinCEN agrees with the spirit of this recommendation that law enforcement feedback on the value and usefulness of BSA information is important. Accordingly, FinCEN regularly takes necessary steps to review options for establishing additional mechanisms through which law enforcement agencies can provide regular feedback. FinCEN also provides a consolidated view of law enforcement feedback as well as feedback on the value and usefulness of institution-specific BSA information. However, it is important to note that unless mandated by Congress, law enforcement feedback will be voluntary. FinCEN cannot compel law enforcement compliance with feedback initiatives.

We thank GAO for its work on this issue and are pleased to report that FinCEN is proactively working with a wide variety of stakeholders, including financial institutions, regulators, and law enforcement, regarding our BSA Value Study, which is expected to address your recommendations.

Sincerely,

/s/

Kenneth A. Blanco
Director
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Appendix V: Comments from the Commodity Futures Trading Commission

J. Christopher Giancarlo
(202) 418-5030
cgiancarlo@cfic.gov

July 12, 2019

Michael E. Clements
Director
Financial Markets and Community Investment
United States Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Clements:

Thank you for providing the opportunity to review and comment on GAO’s proposed report entitled Bank Secrecy Act: Agencies and Financial Institutions Share Information but Metrics and Feedback Not Regularly Provided (GAO-19-582). We appreciate GAO’s work on the important topic of the Bank Secrecy Act and related anti-money laundering authorities and requirements (collectively BSA/AML), which are important tools for regulators and law enforcement to detect and deter the use of financial institutions for illicit finance activity.

As a federal functional regulator that supervises financial institutions for BSA/AML compliance, the CFTC is committed to implementing BSA/AML regulations and requirements and ensuring compliance with them. As you noted in the GAO report, the CFTC has delegated authority to its self-regulatory organizations (SROs) including the National Futures Association (NFA) and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange Group (CME) to conduct BSA/AML examinations of its members. The CFTC oversees the examinations conducted by its SROs.

We concur with all of the GAO’s recommendations to FinCEN. In particular, the CFTC agrees that the Director of FinCEN, after consulting with the CFTC, should ensure that NFA should be a regular member of the Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group (BSAAG). During the investigation, the NFA expressed concerns that the futures industry was not as well represented on BSAAG, the advisory group led by FinCEN to share information and receive feedback on BSA issues, as other industries. For the same reason, the CFTC agrees that the Director of FinCEN should consider making CME a concurrent member. As discussed in the report, NFA, the SRO conducting the majority of BSA examinations for the futures industry, does not have direct access to BSA data—unlike FINRA, the SRO for the securities industry, and all other supervisory agencies. CFTC staff believes that access to BSA data would enhance the tools that NFA has to perform its functions. The CFTC agrees with GAO’s recommendation that the Director of FinCEN, after consulting with the CFTC, should take steps to explore providing direct BSA data access to NFA to facilitate it oversight and enable it to scope examinations proactively to address BSA issues.
The CFTC has no additional comments on the GAO report. Thank you again for the opportunity to review and comment on the report. GAO’s work will assist us in our continuing efforts to improve the CFTC’s compliance with the BSA/AML regulations and requirements.

Sincerely,

J. Christopher Giancarlo
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National Credit Union Administration
Office of the Executive Director

June 28, 2019

SENT BY E-MAIL

Mr. Michael E. Clements
Director Financial Markets and Community Investment
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
ClementsM@gao.gov

Dear Director Clements:

We reviewed GAO’s report entitled Bank Secrecy Act: Agencies and Financial Institutions Share Information but Metrics and Feedback Not Regularly Provided (GAO 19-582).

The report outlines Bank Secrecy Act information sharing structures between federal agencies and regulated entities. It also discusses the supervisory approaches and uses of BSA data, metrics, and feedback. The report makes four recommendations to FinCEN to improve feedback, information sharing, and dissemination of metrics developed by FinCEN and partner agencies.

NCUA believes the recommendations will enhance coordination and collaboration, and increase visibility of the value of current BSA reporting requirements.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Mark Treichel
Executive Director

1775 Duke Street – Alexandria, VA 22314-3428 – 703-518-6300
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July 12, 2019

Michael Clements Director
Financial Markets and Community Investment
United States Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Clements:

Thank you for providing the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) the opportunity to review the Government Accountability Office (GAO) report, “Bank Secrecy Act, Agencies and Financial Institutions Share Information but Metrics and Feedback Not Regularly Provided (GAO-19-582).” FinCEN supports your objective to improve the use of metrics and regularly provide institution-specific feedback to more financial institutions on their Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) reporting. We expect the ongoing BSA Value Study highlighted in your report to provide suggestions in this regard. Nevertheless, FinCEN has concerns with recommendations one, two, and four for the following reasons. FinCEN concurs with recommendation three.

Recommendation One: The Director of FinCEN, after consulting with CFTC (Commodity Futures Trading Association), should ensure that the
primary SRO (Self-Regulatory Organization) conducting BSA examinations in the futures industry is a regular member of the Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group (BSAAG) and also should consider making the primary futures industry association a concurrent member.

FinCEN’s Concerns: FinCEN disagrees with this recommendation. While the primary futures SRO is presently a member of the BSAAG, only Federal agencies are considered permanent members, and FinCEN will not make future membership commitments to any specific SRO or any other non-federal organization. As noted in the annual public solicitation for nominations for BSAAG membership, in making selections, FinCEN seeks to complement current BSAAG members in terms of affiliation, industry, and geographic representation. Organizations nominated for BSAAG membership must be willing and able to devote the necessary personnel time and effort. In the event that a SRO or industry association submits a future nomination to join, or renew participation in, the BSAAG, FinCEN would review such a future request as a part of review of the total nominations received.

Recommendation Two: The Director of FinCEN, after consulting with CFTC, should take steps to explore providing direct BSA data access to NFA (National Futures Association).

FinCEN’s Concerns: FinCEN disagrees with this recommendation as we have not received a request from the CFTC or the NFA to engage on this matter. FinCEN would review any future request for direct access in accordance with established procedures. FinCEN’s data access Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the CFTC includes a provision that provides futures industry SROs, including the NFA, indirect access to BSA data for supervisory purposes. The NFA and other futures industry SROs can obtain BSA data from the CFTC on an as needed basis. FinCEN is responsible for safeguarding the BSA database from misuse. FinCEN must ensure that proper controls are in place and that direct access to the BSA database is limited to those who truly need it.

Recommendation Four: The Director of FinCEN should review options for establishing a mechanism through which law enforcement agencies may provide regular and institution-specific feedback on BSA reporting. Options should take into consideration providing such feedback to cover different types of financial institutions and those with significant financial
activity. This review could either be part of FinCEN's BSA value study or through another method.

FinCEN’s Concerns: FinCEN agrees with the spirit of this recommendation that law enforcement feedback on the value and usefulness of BSA information is important. Accordingly, FinCEN regularly takes necessary steps to review options for establishing additional mechanisms through which law enforcement agencies can provide regular feedback. FinCEN also provides a consolidated view of law enforcement feedback as well as feedback on the value and usefulness of institution-specific BSA information. However, it is important to note that unless mandated by Congress, law enforcement feedback will be voluntary. FinCEN cannot compel law enforcement compliance with feedback initiatives.

We thank GAO for its work on this issue and are pleased to report that FinCEN is proactively working with a wide variety of stakeholders, including financial institutions, regulators, and law enforcement, regarding our BSA Value Study, which is expected to address your recommendations.

Sincerely,

/s/

Kenneth A. Blanco
Director
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J. Christopher Giancarlo

(202) 418-5030

jcgiancarlo@cftc.gov

July 12, 2019
Dear Mr. Clements:

Thank you for providing the opportunity to review and comment on GAO's proposed report entitled Bank Secrecy Act: Agencies and Financial Institutions Share Information but Metrics and Feedback Not Regularly Provided (GAO-19-582). We appreciate GAO's work on the important topic of the Bank Secrecy Act and related anti-money laundering authorities and requirements (collectively BSA/AML), which are important tools for regulators and law enforcement to detect and deter the use of financial institutions for illicit finance activity.

As a federal functional regulator that supervises financial institutions for BSA/AML compliance, the CFTC is committed to implementing BSA/AML regulations and requirements and ensuring compliance with them. As you noted in the GAO report, the CFTC has delegated authority to its self-regulatory organizations (SROs) including the National Futures Association (NFA) and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange Group (CME) to conduct BSA/AML examinations of its members. The CFTC oversees the examinations conducted by its SROs.

We concur with all of the GAO's recommendations to FinCEN. In particular, the CFTC agrees that the Director of FinCEN, after consulting with the CFTC, should ensure that NFA should be a regular member of the Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group (BSAAG). During the investigation, the NFA expressed concerns that the futures industry was not as well represented on BSAAG, the advisory group led by FinCEN to share information and receive feedback on BSA issues, as other industries. For the same reason, the CFTC agrees that the Director of FinCEN should consider making CME a concurrent member. As discussed in the report, NFA, the SRO conducting the majority of BSA examinations for the futures industry, does not have direct access to BSA data—unlike FINRA, the SRO for the securities industry, and all other supervisory agencies. CFTC staff believes that access to BSA data would enhance the tools
that NFA has to perform its functions. The CFTC agrees with GAO's recommendation that the Director of FinCEN, after consulting with the CFTC, should take steps to explore providing direct BSA data access to NFA to facilitate its oversight and enable it to scope examinations proactively to address BSA issues.
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The CFTC has no additional comments on the GAO report. Thank you again for the opportunity to review and comment on the report. GAO's work will assist us in our continuing efforts to improve the CFTC's compliance with the BSA/AML regulations and requirements.

Sincerely,

J. Christopher Giancarlo
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June 28, 2019

SEN BY E-MAIL

Mr. Michael E. Clements
Director Financial Markets and Community Investment
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
ClementsM@gao.gov

Dear Director Clements:

We reviewed GAO's report entitled Bank Secrecy Act: Agencies and Financial Institutions Share Information but Metrics and Feedback Not Regularly Provided (GAO 19-582).
The report outlines Bank Secrecy Act information sharing structures between federal agencies and regulated entities. It also discusses the supervisory approaches and uses of BSA data, metrics, and feedback. The report makes four recommendations to FinCEN to improve feedback, information sharing, and dissemination of metrics developed by FinCEN and partner agencies.

NCUA believes the recommendations will enhance coordination and collaboration, and increase visibility of the value of current BSA reporting requirements.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Mark Treichel

Executive Director
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